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Parnassus: Not Just Another Greek Name in Taylor's 
Tradition 
Renee R. Richard 
Fraternities and sororities may be nonexistent at Taylor Univer­
sity, but the Greek system is not. Taylor's honor societies boast the 
large names of Alpha Chi Omega, Kappa Delta Pi, and Sigma Tau 
Delta, to name a few. The club for "missionary kids" goes by Mu 
Kappa. The Hurl, Ilium, and Trojans (sculpture of a twisted Grecian 
column, yearbook, and mascot, respectively) continue the theme. And 
then, there is Parnassus. 
From its humble beginnings as a 33 page pamphlet in 1960 to 
its current status as a 272 page book, Parnassus has always been com­
mitted to producing the best of Taylor's creative genius. Though the 
road has not been easy, hopes are high for the fiiture of Parnassus. 
With your involvement (maybe even submissions), this classic tradition 
will continue. But first, come trace the history of Taylor's imagination 
and find that which makes Parnassus a book worth reading. 
Why: Title and Purpose 
Literary interests are not new to Taylor. Local poet and profes­
sor, Barton Rees Pogue, was printing chap books of poetry in the 1930s. 
Literary societies such as the Thalonians and Philalethians thrived from 
Taylor's founding. Perhaps the conception of Parnassus is in part con­
nected to the disbanding of the societies in 1955. 
Whatever the reason for starting a magazine, in 1960, Audrey 
Raab's entry of the Tower, a reference to the tower of the Administra­
tion building, won the naming contest. The editorial board under the 
guidance of Dr. Hazel Butz and Professor Herbert Lee said it was "the 
name which we feel symbolizes the height of achievement which the 
literary magazine will be striving to maintain." But as the memory of 
the Administration building faded with its ashes, so did the significance 
of the title. 
Two years later the title underwent its most lasting metamor­
phosis. The cover of the 1962 edition was illustrated with a set of stairs 
and the words, "TOWER presents PARNASSUS." By way of explana­
tion, student F. Sanderlin's poem was printed on the next page. It reads: 
Climb the steps of life? —Then 
Climb the stairs of Parnassus. 
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Give freedom to thought, 
Explore the unconventional, 
and think independently. 
Yes, climb the stairs of Parnassus, 
To become dissatisfied with satisfaction 
For that tranquilizes the soul 
Inducing mediocrity. 
Rekindle it with creativity. 
But why Parnassus? The significance arises from the legend 
surrounding Parnassus, a mountain in Greece whose twin peaks rise 
above 8,000 feet. Ancients considered it sacred and rumored it to be the 
haunt of Apollo, Pan, Dionysus, and, most importantly, the nine Muses, 
or goddesses of inspiration. Nearby, the Castalian spring flows in a tin­
kling cascade still supposed to inspire all who drink from it. Most Par­
nassus editors connect the book with the height of the mountain and its 
associated inspiration, even to the point of claiming in 1991 that the 
Muses "probably ran the nearby liberal arts college." 
Even though the literary magazine has always returned to the 
title Parnassus, there have been departures from tradition. The 1964 
staff titled the magazine Purple Patches because the term refers to great 
high points in literature. Perhaps a subtle connection with Taylor's col­
ors also existed. In 1972, it was titled the Labyrinth for unrecorded rea­
sons. Throughout the 1980s it was given a title related to the theme, but 
also included the sub-title of Parnassus. A few examples include 
Sounds of Creation (1981), Epiphany. Sudden Perception (1985), and 
The Migration to Solitude (1987). By 1988 it returned to the current 
pattern of Parnassus followed by the year of publication. 
Despite the changes in title, the purpose of Parnassus has re­
mained relatively unchanged. From the beginning it has been a book to 
encourage student creativity. The 1996 mission statement reflects this 
objective. "Believing that all truth has its source in God, the mission of 
Parnassus is to bring forth the talents, gifts and aspirations of the Taylor 
community. We seek to publish original works of excellence which will 
edify our readers and magnify our Creator." 
Who: Contributors 
Though Parnassus is currently open to any Taylor student, 
alum, or faculty member who wishes to enter, it hasn't always been so. 
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Parnassus was originally run under the auspices of the English Club 
which eventually became the Literary Club, a forerunner of today's Writ­
ing Club. Entries in the publication were open only to members of the 
club. Through the 1960s and into the early 1970s members would gather 
to read, discuss, and critique each other's creative work. A staff composed 
of club members would then select the best work to be included in Parnas­
sus. 
As athletics and underground "alternative" magazines became 
popular in the mid to late 1970s, Parnassus died silently. Then advisor 
Professor Ed Dinse attempted to get class credit for the editor and staff; 
however, educational policy turned down his request. With little interest 
from either a staff or contributors, no publications of Parnassus were 
printed from 1974-79. 
In 1980, the new advisor, Dr. Ken Swan, resurrected Parnassus 
with an eye toward more inclusive publication. Swan says, "I think crea­
tive expression is one of God's gifts to us, and for a student to recognize 
and develop this is the mission of the college." To this end he developed a 
literary content open to the entire Taylor community. Each fall a theme 
for the book was announced and entries solicited. The themes were used 
to individualize each issue and give it a sense of unity, even though pieces 
unrelated to the theme were accepted. Submissions generally ran around 
120 poems and 16 stories. By contrast, the 1996 edition is selected from 
over 400 poems and nearly 30 stories. Until 1992 when outside judging 
was instituted, the contest was judged by a committee of Taylor profes­
sors. 
This system continued successfully until the publication of the 
controversial 1992 edition. One of the staffs goals was to publish only 
"the best" work. "The best" turned out to be 43 entries from 14 contribu­
tors which also made for an eclectic and less representative issue. Com­
plaints from alumni and parents about inappropriate topics and language 
caused great concern, and an Ilium article summarized the debate as The 
Traditionalists vs. The Avant-Gardists." As student Jim Palmer wrote, 
"There are those, in this world, who believe that rhyme and meter are good 
things and that structure in expression is vital. And then there are those 
who say that convention is stuffy and cold and dead — that it stifles creativ­
ity and strangles passion and smothers spontaneity and genius." One of 
the offshoots of this controversy was an alternative magazine titled The 
Rhapsodist. Ironically, its goals were to return to the principles and pat­
terns Parnassus had abandoned. 
Eventually emotions cooled and a new vision for Parnassus was 
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born. When Dr. Richard Hill took over advising in 1993, his goal was 
"to get it back to the campus at large. To have more people in than 
were getting in, more than just English majors." He accomplished 
this by placing The Rhapsodist editor in charge of Parnassus, and thus 
uniting the two factions. The contents of Parnassus 1993 were less 
controversial, but the issue was more exclusive, a problem the 1994 
and 1995 issues began to correct. Parnassus 1996 contains 140 entries 
by nearly 80 poets, authors, and artists. The goal for future books is 
to continue the wide representation and inclusion, yet maintain excel­
lent quality. Janyre Stockinger, the spring semester editor, would like 
to see more alumni submissions, but says, "Most alumni don't know 
about entering Parnassus, and it is difficult to spread the word." This 
opportunity gives alumni an outlet for creative work and a means of 
remaining involved in Taylor tradition. 
What: Content and Layout 
The cover of Taylor's first literary magazine sports a pen and 
ink drawing of the Administration building's tower on chartreuse pa­
per. In fact, all Parnassus covers through 1973 (except 1964) fea­
tured a Taylor student's pen and ink drawing on various colors of pa­
per. Complex designs, such as a spiral galaxy on a blue background, 
in the 1980s gave way to the abstraction of simple line drawing and 
lowercase letters in the early 1990s. The first color cover (bagpipers 
silhouetted against a Lake Michigan sunset) graces Parnassus 1996. 
The size of the book depends on the amount of entries and 
dimensions of the cover. For example, the first has 33 half-letter size 
pages, whereas 1964's has 29 letter size pages. Parnassus 1996 is a 
return to the half sheet size; however, it contains over 270 pages. In­
termediate issues vary without any apparent pattern: 1989 is wide and 
thick while 1992 is tall and lean. The differences arise from the 
staffs attempt to distinguish their copy from the ones preceding it. 
But sizes and covers, and fonts and printing, are only the 
skeleton for the meat of Parnassus, the writing. Each issue contains 
its own variation of poetry, fiction, essay and art either arranged by 
division or mixed together. Parnassus 1996, under the advising of 
Professor Evelyn Van Til, included 4 essays, while the Parnassuses 
from 1989 to 1993 were composed solely of poetry and stories. As 
the poem titles "Sunset" (1962), "Autumn" (1973), "Majestic 
Oak" (1985), and "Winter's Promise" (1996) suggest, nature has 
proved to be a subject of continuing popularity. Another annual inspi­
ration is that of the Psalms as "A Pattern for Worship" (1961), "Psalm 
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8" (1981), and "My Psalm 13" (1995) illustrate. 
Though almost always included as a section of Parnassus, art 
has also been Parnassus' nemesis. While submissions in the other cate­
gories were easily competitive, art never enjoyed a large turnout. Even 
under the more specific titles of line drawing and photography, entries 
were limited. Swan says, "Art has never been completely voluntary. In 
fact, it is almost commissioned." Occasionally entire books, Parnassus 
1962 and Parnassus 1984: The Quiet of the Sky, for example, are illus­
trated by one artist. Even though Parnassus 1996 features 11 art pieces, 
the staff still faces the yearly struggle of soliciting artwork. 
To truly understand Parnassus requires a primary experience. 
Here's what you'll find if you visit the archives: 
Relish the pastoral poems such as "Death in the Desert" (1960), 
"A Little Bit of Ivy" (1961), and "Shades of Green" (1963). Read the 
morality play, "Token Lost" (1965). Consider the beautiful first stanza 
of Evelyn Van Til's poem "Sunset" (1962): 
Spread your Joseph's coat 
Gently across the sky, sun. 
You're covering a tender earth, 
Hurt, from salt-rubbed wounds 
Fathered by the salty tears of day. 
Or the humorous essays, "Upper Bunk Beds Versus Lower Bunk 
Beds" (1960), and "A Modest Proposal: A Swiftian Satire on the Earlier 
and Later Sympathies of S-X" (1966). 
Discover the art reflecting the civil rights movement along with 
essays like "Go Gentle from that Good Movie: An Anti-Intellectual Ap­
proach to Experience" (1973) and "Human Need: Its Effect on Commu­
nity" (1973). Relive the social and economic issues of the 1980s in po­
ems like "The Bag Lady" (1985), "In Plexiglass Homes" (1986), and as 
echoed in the lasts lines of "Individual Crowd" (1986): 
a world of heroes, craving recognition 
a world of masks, each an imitation 
a world of souls, dying for attention 
just look at us die 
Chuckle along with the stories "Lifestyles of the Dull and 
Bored" (1987) and "The History of the World: a Concise Edi-
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tion" (1987). Be inspired by "Tearing at the Seams at Twilight" (1988), 
"Jacob Fights Again" (1989) and "YHWH" (1991). Mull over the short 
but stirring stories "The Singing Contest" (1990), "Storm 
Watch" (1992), and "Let the Children Come to Me" (1994). Ponder the 
simplicity of "Asylum" (1995) and the intricacies of "Problem 19: Prove 
Love" (1996). Pick up any Parnassus and let your fingers taste the 
pages and your eyes devour the words. 
How: Funding and Staff 
Prior to 1980, Parnassus sought funds to cover the printing 
costs. With no contest entry fees or established budget, financial vul­
nerability was an ever present concern. A review by the 1962 staff 
questioned "Will we have a Tower this year? [There is] budget approval 
to consider." But budget approval was slow in coming. In the mean­
time student support waned, striking the final blow to the already weak­
ened magazine. It was not until 1980 that the English Department set 
aside $200 per year for the production of Parnassus. Professors pro­
vided award money out of their own pockets until Taylor Student Or­
ganization (TSO) offered to sponsor the contest. Though awards were 
modest, $10 for first place, they provided the needed inspiration. To­
day, three places are awarded in each division, with prizes beginning at 
$50 for first place. 
Perfect binding and other improvements characterized the 1994 
and 1995 editions, and even though they were made on the old budget, it 
was still limiting. Seeing the expansion over the previous two years, the 
department of Academic Affairs doubled the budget. The staff was able 
to produce the most professional Parnassus yet — one that included a 
color cover, twice the number of pages and amount of books printed. 
As Stockinger says, "I can truly and honestly say that this is the best 
Parnassus Taylor has ever put out, and I'm proud to have my name on 
it." 
Hill looks forward to the day when Parnassus will be either 
"tuition funded like the yearbook with a copy for every student, or fully 
self-supporting and run like a business." 
Though sales are an integral part of the funding, they have 
never been high enough to support the magazine from year to year. Par­
nassus originally sold for 25 cents per copy. By 1963 is had doubled to 
50 cents, and in the 1980s, it doubled again to $1. Improved quality and 
increased printing rates brought the cost up to $3 in the early 1990s. 
Parnassus 1995 and 1996 sold for $5 per copy, still below printing ex­
penses. 
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Funding, however important, is not everything. The advisors 
and staff of Parnassus are the people who pulled the book through years 
of success and failure. From Butz and Lee, through Van Til, Swan, and 
Dinse, to Hill, the consistent devotion of Parnassus advisors has always 
lent guidance, direction and support to the primarily student run publica­
tion. From its conception, Parnassus has had a general editor, assistant 
editor and section editor. Until 1965, the staff also included a business 
manager and public relations coordinator, positions under consideration 
for future resurrection. The class credit Dinse had so earnestly sought in 
1973 was granted 22 years later. Current staff can earn up to two hours 
of credit per year for participating in the Literary Magazine Laboratory 
taught by Dr. Hill. 
One important feature is the effect of computers on Parnassus. 
From 1960 through the silent years, an array of typists prepared the texts 
for printing. When the book began again in the 1980s, English Depart­
ment secretary Rhonda Gretillat took over. Her unflagging devotion 
yielded 13 copies of excellent Parnassuses, until 1995, when Parnassus 
switched to an entirely new student run computer program. Though 
Gretillat appreciated not typing 272 pages, she missed reading the stu­
dents' work and having an integral role in producing Parnassus. Swan 
echoes her sentiments, "It was really a privilege, really a joy. One of the 
great values is the informal contact outside of class — a way to relate to 
students." 
When: 1996 and Beyond 
Jason Francis, whose sonnet "Work Backstage" won first 
place, entered the competition because it is a "chance to have your work 
read by a critiquing panel where publication is selective, and judged as 
to whether it's something valid enough to be read by an audience." The 
final six lines demonstrate its quality: 
Alone he steps himself onto the stage 
to force the rigid planks to bend and fit. 
The bones of wood speak out against his rage. 
They snap and crack with each demanding hit. 
He laughs as sparkings slap against his chin. 
He's building walls he'll tear back down 
again. 
He says about Parnassus 1996, "It's something I'm proud of. I can 
show it to people and say, 'Here's the kind of creative writing Taylor 
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produces.'" Stockinger deems the book a success and describes it as 
"overall more a representation of who Taylor is - not just a product of 
Parnassus has changed and grown almost in a reflection of 
Taylor itself, but there is still room for improvement. Hill's vision for 
future Parnassuses includes "streamlining what we have and improving 
the quality. Someday, I'd like to have students edit a literary magazine 
with submission open to all Christian Coalition schools." Though the 
goal is high, it is not impossible. Who knows if the staff of the first 
Tower pamphlet ever envisaged a full fledged book, and who knows 
what next year will bring? Already a student is endeavoring to put Par­
nassus on a web page. Maybe CD-ROM will be next. Hypertext any­
one? 
it.: 
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The 60's and 70's 
A Pathological Study (1969) 
Dan Keller 
Over one hundred years ago, during the "formative" years of 
our young democracy, Alexis de Tocqueville, the noted French histo­
rian, in observing the homogeneity of our republic sagely asserted, "...if 
left to their own devices, Americans would naturally veer away from the 
individualism of their forefathers." The Frenchman further contended 
that this homogeneity, which is the result of unenlightened equality, is 
brutally intolerant to that which is the result of un-enlightened equality, 
is brutally intolerant to that which, in any way, deviates from the norm. 
De Tocqueville's thoughts seem tragically prophetic. 
In June, James Meredith was wounded by a shotgun blast in 
Mississippi while leading a march designed to encourage Negroes of 
that state to register to vote. Similarly, peace demonstrators in Chicago 
were brutally attacked by a group of "intolerant" by-standers; and a west 
coast "hippie" was savagely murdered by a group of high school stu­
dents for apparently no reason. Ironically, his motto for life was "Make 
Love; Not War." 
Admittedly, our examples are isolated and perhaps trivial. 
Nevertheless a pervasive truth remains. That is, a pathogenic "mean of 
intolerance" has become intricately entwined in the mainstream of 
American thought! It may be the result of urbanization or overexposure 
to the constant bombardment of mass technology. Whatever the cause, 
the phenomenon itself is an unavoidable reality. 
Its external manifestations are perhaps most openly expressed 
in the political arena. Hence, it becomes political suicide for a Southern 
Democrat to acknowledge justice in openhousing or, indeed, treasonous 
for a Northern liberal take a "dove-like" stand on Viet Nam. Also in the 
social and religious realms, through more subtly expressed, this demon 
of intolerance is at work. It can be see in the eyes of the doorman at the 
exclusive New York restaurant which ask: "What are you doing here, 
nigger?" It can be seen in that pseudo-church which chants "save that 
soul" but which judges its members by those litmus paper indicators of 
"I don't drink; I don't smoke; I don't dance." 
Remarkably, this same spirit, over 23 centuries earlier, 
prompted Meletus' impassioned plea to the Athenians: "Socrates has 
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ideas too radical for this city. He is a doer of evil and he corrupts the 
youth; he does not believe in the gods of the State, but has other new 
divinities of his own." And so, the beat goes on. 
Yet, one question remains. How do we as concerned Ameri­
cans extricate ourselves from our own thought processes in such a way 
as to be able to identify this so-called "mean of intolerance" in our own 
experience. I think its symptoms are basically two-fold. First, it views 
its environment totally in terms of black-and-white. That is, a particular 
phenomenon is either all right or all wrong. For example, the decision 
of the Supreme Court in the "Murray decision" was bad because prayer 
is good. Second, it seems to be totally permeated by some inexplicable 
"conformity neurosis." This, in turn, is the species of sickness which 
exists when an entire neighborhood calmly watches the brutal murder of 
an old man for "fear of getting involved." 
As a result, the "hippie" is ostracized'; the homosexual is con­
demned; and the outsider is ignored. The individual is lost in the dark­
ness of his non-identity while bathing in the holy waters of conformity. 
Wake up America before you lose your soul. 
Sonnet on Late Autumn (1973) 
Robert Whitehead 
To lay the back against unsponging ground 
That laps between a brace of stretching trees, 
To let the gaze lean out with untamed bound 
And catch the wind-borne hint of coming freeze. 
Crisp leaves catch up the chilly wind-sing chime 
And chatter as they fall, a golden flood, 
And stir the ceaseless pulsing inner rhyme 
Of stretching lungs and limbs and rustling blood. 
Tonight this stir of life will rake the death 
Of fall into an orange mantled pyre, 
And then will richly draw in smoke-spiced breath 
Beside the crimson heat of embered fire; 
And will, with scrolling curl of burning leaf, 
Forget the chill portent of coming grief. 
To Edith (1965) 
Cliff Robertson 
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Your eyes are blue—I think. I am not sure 
If there are not some brighter flecks of grey 
Upon the darker shade; it is not pure 
This moment's mixture, but more half sad—half gay. 
Your hair is brown or very close to that, 
Yet saying "brown" is never quite enough. 
Can words show light on shadow? I have sat 
And watched night turn smooth brown to velvet rough. 
Your skin is white. (And soft, an afterthought.) 
Yet never pale. Let others blood be thin. 
My little woman-girl has not yet taught 
The blush to never break the Face's discipline. 
You are, and yet not quite, a thousand things. 
You are yourself, and more than my imaginings. 
Moonbeams (1969) 
Robert Whitehead 
Gliding astride the horizon's far line 
A pale silver orb spills a soft pool 
Of pure chiseled beams; Linen fine, 
Eternally silent, and chillingly cool, 
They flow smoothly, mellow and bright, 
Over the waves of the slumbering sea— 
Gleaming jewels against the dark night, 
As lovely and fragile as they an be. 
The waves gently twist this lengthy lance 
Of bright, brittle, brilliant radiance, 
As they softly sway and gracefully dance 
To the endless rhythm and whispering tune 
Of a wind which sings to the lonely moon. 
On Quiet April Nights (1969) 
Robert Whitehead 
On quiet April nights I often find 
A long stilled lover singing in my mind 
The songs she years ago had softly sung, 
When love, and I, and all of life were young. 
Her haunting voice recalls a long past night 
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When stars spun fragile webs of crystal light 
About the silent moon as it climbed high, 
A silver swallow soaring through the sky. 
Far below, beneath the whispering trees, 
My love and I drank a bloom-stained breeze 
And lay together, wrapped in grass and wind, 
Believing love and night would never end. 
On quiet April nights I often find 
A long stilled lover singing in my mind-
Thus in change find the only truth, 
And know the harshest lie of love is youth. 
Sunday Morning By W.S. (1967) 
C. M. D. 
On Sunday mornings, I'm inclined 
To lie in bed 'til 10 or so; 
And if the weatherman is kind, 
To breakfast on the patio. 
With creature comforts ranged around: 
The coffee pot, the jug of cream 
I watch my neighbors, churchward bound, 
While I pursue another dream. 
I watch the birds upon the lawn; 
They worship in the open air. 
My parrot, which I dote upon, 
Is not a saint, and doesn't care. 
Some say the Earth is all Divine; 
Some say the way to Heaven is up. 
Some take the sacrament in wine; 
I find it in my coffee-cup. 
Hurt (1967) 
Irene Hageman 
We see birds wing through the sky. 
And trees sway in rhythms of freedom. 
We feel the wild wind dash against the tender edge of our faces. 
Why can't we be free 
To move as we wish 
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To share and 
Talk and 
Give and 
Love 
As we feel compelled to do? 
Birds fly against winds, even violent winds. But then, 
Some birds are even killed 
Because of their wings and impulse to fly. 
So must the bird hang weights upon his wings 
To make him consider the day, the storm, the price. 
Snow (1967) 
Carolyn Sherwood 
Snow... 
Messenger from ethereal realm 
Come to bestow upon earth 
A tender touch of calm 
Making the coolness of the universe 
Filter through world's heat. 
Snow... 
Flake of whiteness 
Created to contain within itself 
A minute sampling of beauty 
Making the art of the universe 
Seep through world's jargon. 
Last Night A Shadow Came... (1967) 
June Canonico 
It was quiet last night. 
I sat in the night and watched 
The shadows in the stillness, 
And listened to the crying wind. 
Upstairs someone slept. 
I prayed her sleep would not 
Be plagued with fevered dreams, 
And that the Lord would give her peace. 
The people walked before me. 
They wondered as they peered 
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To see who I might be, 
And walked on without knowing. 
Time soon passed, I rose, 
And walked upstairs, my mind 
Still filled with shadow of death. 
I sought to talk but not forget. 
I found some others there. 
We talked of what had set 
The spirit of quiet sorrow on us all 
And then moved on. 
Morning came and day began, 
Food and raiment, things to do. 
Shadows hover near but quickly 
Now are fleeing to another place. 
Friendship (1965) 
Ruthanne Johnson 
A snowflake 
flashing toward the cool blanket 
Caught in my eyelash. 
The glisten pleased me, 
and for the moment 
I was happy. 
The glisten melted into a tear 
wetting my cheek. 
The tear faded and dried, 
But I remembered the glisten. 
The Ecstasy and The Agony (1965) 
Frances Weiss 
The ecstasy is like a flash 
of lightning 
hung between the heav'n and earth— 
for but a moment seen, 
and then a vague and blurred 
remembrance of the past. 
The agony is like the rain 
that pounds to 
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earth too soon and drowns 
the hopes of life 
that come in spring, and makes the men 
who venture forth 
afraid 
to see 
the sky. 
The Misunderstanding (1969) 
Sharmin Drake 
Candlelight on their faces and their clattering silver broke the 
silence of the garishly extravagant dining room. 
"Do you know what Janet told me just yesterday?" questioned 
Mrs. King in feigned amusement. "She said, 'Mother, you misconstrue 
everything I do or say.' Yes, those are her exact words. Well, I just 
don't know what's gotten into her lately, unless it's that girl she's been 
playing with at school who's been putting ideas into her head. As a 
matter of fact, Janet is at her house right now, and the little girl is com­
ing over here tomorrow. But I don't mind, because I think they're aw­
fully wealthy, from the way Janet talks. At least she's getting a little 
sense, now. You know, you can't be too careful who you're seen with, 
these days. And just last week, I caught her playing with those dirty 
little Mexican tomato pickers." 
"Well," sighed Mrs. Beacon expansively, "Janet has a kind 
heart, but she's just impulsive. I always say-" 
"Yes, I know. But from the way things look now, she'll turn 
out all right. She says that the little girl she's visiting has a large house, 
and she also said something about a dress with diamonds. Well, as I 
always say, it never hurts to have connections. No, it certainly doesn't 
hurt. I've come to that conclusion ever since Harv made his money in 
'57" 
They welcomed the cool wind on their faces as they walked 
toward Bonnie Hogan's house. 
"That's it!" Bonnie announced excitedly, as she pointed a slen­
der finger toward a tall building. "Isn't it beautiful?" Janet looked 
once, followed the pointing finger, and looked again. The house, which 
had once been Italian Renaissance, now had no architectural family 
which would claim it. Large and rambling, the structure with the pre­
carious cupola looked like a giant head with a hat set askew upon it. A 
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large, loud woman peeling potatoes was talking to an undernourished, 
faded lady in a tired dress with big orange flowers as the girls entered 
the kitchen. 
"And for supper," Bonnie was saying, "we'll have steak, and— 
" she paused dramatically, "Baked Alaska, and—" 
"Cabbages," observed Mrs. Hogan, " are you gittin' big already 
this year. Nice, firm heads. Yeah, that's what you want—nice firm 
heads. Oh, you know what Bonnie told me t'other day? We was eatin' 
cabbage an' she jest popped up an' said 'twas Lobster Thermidore!" 
"Well, I'll be!" mused the faded lady. 
"Whenever we don't have somethin' Bonnie wants, she just 
uses her imagination, and comes up with the most outlandish stories. 
The beatinest thing is that she almost believes it!" exclaimed Mrs. Ho­
gan proudly. 
"Are you sure she isn't a little—ah?" asked the faded lady as 
she delicately tapped her forehead. 
"No! She jest has an imagination like I got through tellin' you. 
Always wondered, though, what'd happen if she saw genuwine nice 
things. She'd never be happy with this again. Well, I'd better put these 
potatoes in the—-" 
"—Billiard room," Bonnie was pointing out. "And there is the 
library, and in here is the master bedroom. And in this closet is my 
mother's dress with diamond buttons." Bonnie pulled back a tattered 
curtain that covered a small alcove. She drew out an old pink house 
dress with dime-store rhinestone buttons. "It belonged to a queen," she 
confided in awe. 
"It's wonderful," Janet said softly. 
The sun danced on Bonnie's face. "Oh, Janet, I can't wait to 
come to your house!" 
Janet's face suddenly became chalk, and her voice was hard. 
"You can't come. No, you can't come to my house ever." The remain­
ing window panes rattled as she slammed the door and ran down the 
grassy walk. 
Mrs. King and Mrs. Beacon honored their lonely tea vigil the 
next night, as they had honored it for twelve years. 
"And the way it turned out," said Mrs. King in excited disgust, 
"they were just common. Not fit tot ell the time of day. But Janet cut 
that friendship off right away. She's learning. Yes, she's going to turn 
out all right." 
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Reflection (1967) 
Carolyn Sherwood 
I listened to the noises of busy dorm life become fainter until I 
could hear only an occasional flutter of sound, and, after many minutes, 
echoes from the slam of one last door died away. Behind closed doors 
activities of girls getting ready for bed created a faint hum, and then all 
was quiet as the girls rested. I alone, needing the silence as a time for 
reflection, was outside the closed doors, sitting on the new carpet and 
leaning against the concrete wall at the end of the second floor hall. I 
remembered the cheerful daytime shouts and giggles of my friends, and 
I imagined I heard them still echoing through the hall. I wondered 
whether, perhaps the building, too, anticipated the coming of daybreak 
so that its residents would again resume energetic, vibrant living. I 
tamed my thoughts from wandering fantasy to concrete reality as my 
eyes became adjusted to the faint light allowed by the flourescent ceil­
ing lights dimmed to a glow. Slowly I could make out vague shapes of 
large objects set along the walls. For some reason, I determined to no­
tice the physical characteristics of the objects I could see. I often played 
a game with my senses by concentrating on keeping consciously aware 
of everything that attracted or stimulated them. Looming darkly near 
me was a bulky trunk with varying sizes of paper at tilts and angles 
which were probably travel stickers; atop the trunk were a half dozen 
torn cardboard cartons worn by tough use and long-distance travel; slats 
of packing crates made stripes against the background of the shadowy 
walls. Square and rectangular box shapes let their contents hang over 
their sides beside many doors down the hall. Several smaller structures 
were leaned, stacked, grouped against the wall because their owners had 
not yet made room for them in planning the decor of their rooms in this 
second week of the fall semester. I had been noticing that most of the 
girls in my hall were strangers to me; many were transfers and some 
were freshman. I wondered why they had chosen this college, Jenkins, 
which attracted a type of student body with middle class attitudes, val­
ues, and mannerisms in everything. But each semester I had noticed a 
few exceptions to this general type student. Oh, I don't mean the excep­
tions were so obviously exceptional that people should notice their dif­
ference. But I kept it a little secret that I always thought I could detect 
the ones who were different. Their unusualness would sneak out in tiny 
ways—oh, the smallest of ways—but the tricks could never fooled me. 
I knew. Sometimes I saw an eye's quick glance, uncontrolled by its 
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owner for only the shortest moment, betray an inner flash of pride that 
refused to be smothered by the rest of the pretentious act of belonging to 
the wholesome "middle class," sometimes so "wholesome" as actually 
to what would be considered naive. Other students showed me they 
were condescending to move in Jenkins' social class by sitting in a cul­
tured air of mild boredom—oh, so well restrained, they thought—in 
some of the fine arts classes when the profs cited specific references to 
great originals of the finer things of life. I watched these people I didn't 
like and who didn't like me—yes, I watched them out of windows and 
from around corners of things. But I was ingeniously careful so that 
they never saw me watching them, following them, trying to see into 
them and uncover their private plots to destroy my personal peace at 
Jenkins College. 
One of the new girls this year had already impressed me as be­
ing one of these "exceptional" students I despised, and I feared that she 
lived in this wing of the dorm—my wing, and she was invading it with 
her plots. But she couldn't fool me; I would be on my guard. She even 
made it easy for me—ridiculously easy—to pick her out of a crowd of 
students every thing because she wore her hair in a ponytail. Oh, not the 
ordinary middle-class teen-ager's ponytail—not this hair—but one with 
a couple graceful waves bending down through it. The waves came out 
from the expensive velvet bows or carved metal barrets that she always 
wore and curved all the way down the strands to the tips until they hid 
themselves in a bored, casual cur at the top of her neck. But I knew the 
curl wasn't really casual. She had planned her curl and controlled it just 
as she was planning her plots and thinking she would destroy me. I let 
my imagination persuade me that her hair didn't even have tips but 
probably just grew right back into her head again beneath the camou­
flage of that casual cur. Oh, she probably thought the ponytail that 
made her exceptional was quite feminine and elegant in a cultured and 
demure sort of way. 
But sitting in the hall this night, I didn't want to think about 
that new girl and her ponytail which betrayed her through and through. 
How did I start thinking about the kind of college Jenkins is and the 
transfers and freshmen who left all kinds of furnishings in the hall be­
cause they hadn't decided how to decorate their rooms. I suppose I 
might think about the decorations left so unguardedly in the hallway and 
imagine how they would look in the rooms. Maybe some of the things 
would look nice in my room- I had been assigned a single room this 
year and even through I'd wanted a roommate—someone I didn't know 
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because I hadn't met anyone on campus last year whom I could ever 
have liked well enough to let be my roommate—I'd even thrown a mild 
temper tantrum before my house mother until I saw I wasn't going to 
change her mind about not placing me with a roommate. She said she 
didn't think I should be with anybody else. I wonder what she meant. 
She got her way, and now I lived in a rather large single room/. When I 
was in the room, I was always alone. Nobody ever came to see me or 
even to knock on my door for any reasons. I couldn't hear the sound of 
talking or noises or music form the two rooms on either side of me even 
when I kept my ears to the walls for the longest time just listening, lis­
tening for the new people to reveal unwittingly some strangeness about 
themselves. I was disappointed when I had first learned that I couldn't 
hear through the walls. But I wasn't dumb. I wasn't going to let 
them—not any of the exceptional people who didn't like me—hear me 
make any noise whatsoever in my room—not even if all four of them at 
the same time listened from their rooms every carefully through both of 
my walls! They couldn't hear me at all because I never made any noises 
in my room. After I came back from supper every night, I would unlock 
my door, then enter my room, flip on the one ceiling light and turn very 
fast to close the door and lock it again. Then I looked carefully in the 
closet and under the desk and under the bed. Because no one was ever 
in any of these places when I looked, I would then turn off the light and 
tiptoe to my chair in the middle of the room. Then I would sit—just sit 
still not doing anything except breathing very quietly—in that chair for 
about four or five hours every night before I would always slip very qui­
etly into bed with all my clothes on—even my shoes. Since I had come 
back to school this fall, I had slept with my school clothes on every 
night because they were wrinkled and dirty anyway after I'd worn them 
all day. And every morning I showered—in fact, I suppose most people 
naturally take a long shower after a bath every single morning to be sure 
their skin absorbs lots of water to clean out all the germs. 
But tonight I had sat in the darkness and stillness of my room 
for a couple hours. Then I had got the idea of sitting in the dimly lit hall 
instead. Suddenly I heard a metallic grating and click as if a lock here 
turning in a door. Soon a door opened and someone came out into the 
hall from the third room away from the end of the corridor where I was 
seated. At first I didn't recognize the girl who was wearing blue terry-
cloth slippers as she walked a dozen steps down the hallway. But as she 
stooped slightly above the drinking fountain, I saw that it was that girl! 
Ha! Thought she could disguise herself from me by winding that silly 
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ponytail over some curlers. Well, she didn't fool me! But I wondered 
what she did what would be tip ends on any normal person's hair. But 
she succeeded in disguising that exception by covering it with the ruf­
fled band around the edge of her net curler bonnet. 
The girl raised up from the drinking fountain; I was ready for 
her. She wouldn't see me because I had crouched behind the big trunk 
with the travel stickers. She pretended she wasn't trying to find me! 
She began to walk slowly down the hall away from me. I watched her 
push open the door at the other end of the hallway which led into the 
center area of the dorm. I was frustrated—I didn't know whether I 
should stay in hiding by the trunk—but she could see me if she came up 
the stairway and through the door beside me—or whether I should move 
back to the wall where I had been. I decided to move to the wall and 
stood up. Then I heard a girl's scream and a rumble and thud on the 
stairway behind the door beside me. I took two steps to the door and 
was about to push it open when I saw through the little window in the 
door two legs in an awkward sprawl with blue terrycloth slippers on 
their feet. I didn't know what to do. While hesitating, I heard footsteps 
coming down the stairs above the landing where the girl lay. Not want­
ing to be seen, I quickly and noiselessly ran to my room, unlocked the 
door, entered the room, flipped on the one ceiling light and turned very 
fast to close the door and lock it again. Then I looked carefully in the 
closet and under the desk and under the desk and under the bed. A new 
idea suddenly caught my fancy so strongly that I decided to leave the 
light on. I slid one panel of the closet door aside—slowly, to keep it 
form squeaking—and stooped to get a box which I carried to the desk. 
Out of the box I lifted a hairpiece—light brown to match my own hair 
color. Stretching out the hairpiece to its full length, I stared at it gripped 
helplessly in my hands and slowly turned it over and around while smil­
ing slightly. A siren was screaming outside. I breathed deeply and de­
liberately. My tense arms stiffly raised the hairpiece—still stretched in 
the tight grip of my right and at the top and left hand at the bottom—to 
eyelevel. I stared at the long light brown hair so hard that it seemed to 
twitch in discomfort a little when my left hand suddenly loosened it's 
grasp and let the hair hang. I dug the bristles of a brush deep into the 
hairpiece and down through the strands for several strokes until the hair 
yielded a couple graceful waves bending in it. Quickly I caught the 
ends of those waves and secured them in a rubber band. As I side­
stepped once to the full length mirror on the closet door, I dropped the 
brush and it clattered onto the desk. As fear shot through me I held my 
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breath, but then I saw in the mirror the slight smile on my mouth and the 
sly look in my eyes. I began breathing deliberately again. I held the 
hairpiece against my head and picked up some bobby pins which always 
lay on the desk and pinned it into my hair. I grasped the brash and 
deftly pushed my hair back and pinned it under the hairpiece. Lifting 
the tip of the graceful waves, I curled it under and pinned it at the top of 
my neck. Then I pulled the lower edges into a broad casual curl. I 
turned my back to the long mirror and picked up a hand mirror to see 
my perfect ponytail. Ah, it was! I didn't need a expensive velvet bow 
or a carved metal barrette to hide any secret about my perfect ponytail. 
The slight smile deepened and now I knew it would always stay on my 
face. 
As I turned to lay the hand mirror quietly on my desk, I saw 
reflected in the full length mirror the intense color of my bare feet. I 
walked to the towel rack on the back of the door and pulled a faded blue 
hand towel over the bar. While walking back to the desk, I held the 
towel on my fingertips and was dismayed to note a couple bleached out 
patches. I tore the towel into two halves and wrapped them around my 
feet. A siren screamed outside. 
Fallen leaves are becoming pale and withered near some cav­
erns in Tennessee. Even experienced guides must employ special iden­
tification and guidance systems to patrol these labyrinthine caverns. 
The underground museum is garnished with bizarre stalactites, stalag­
mites, and rock formations which nature has been shaping since time 
began. A freeway has recently been constructed above the caverns, and 
in recent weeks residents of my town have reported muffled rumblings 
and slight tremors of the earth whenever traffic is heavy on the highway. 
My sixth grade class at school is starting on a guided tour 
through these caverns. As we follow the guide's lantern, we pretend we 
are explorers. Leaving civilization farther behind, we edge along nar­
row ledges overlooking mysterious abysses. Even as a caravan of chil­
dren with merry laughter, we cannot escape an eerie sense of foreboding 
gloom that penetrates each of us. We realize that our security rests with 
our guide. 
Now we come to a safe trail from which we view artistic for­
mations. The guide warns that if the tourists moves even a few feet in 
any direction, the natural formations appear to change shape so that one 
cannot recognize identifiable similarities form various views. As my 
friends move a few feet ahead of me, I examine a particularly unique 
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stalagmite which the guide called King Crystal. Then, hurrying to join 
the others, I trip, and in my fall I hit my head against something. 
Stunned, I stagger and slump to a flat rock from which I can see the trail 
they will follow for several minutes. I shall reach them soon, but now I 
must rest. My head is throbbing and my eyes ache; somehow I must 
appease my pain if rest brings only momentary alleviation. 
I fall asleep and when I awaken just a few minutes later, I see 
three friends and the last ray from the lantern disappear around a bend 
on the trail I thought was so long. I yell and try to follow them; but after 
a few steps in the darkness, I feel the path become tricky and slimy be­
neath my feet. I am forced to slow my steps although so doing forfeits 
precious time. I am dizzy and lack sense of balance because my stunted 
vision is blurred; I seem to see the ground and walls quivering. As my 
panic subsides, I will my senses to sharpen to detect some sure footing 
on the path or an opponent to the outside world. A faint roar, as of a 
machine in the distance, whets my imagination to visualize nightmarish 
ghouls swaying near me and wagering as to my worthiness of their fa­
vorite cruelty. Suddenly a small patch of light appears somewhere 
above and grows larger. If only I can safely reach it! 
I scream as the light reveals inches before my toes a deep rocky 
ravine. Strangely, the rocks in it are in chunks as if they had recently 
crumbled there. The caverns are trembling, and the roar increases. 
Jarred as if in a vibrating chair, I see through the patch of light a semi-
truck silhouetted against the sky. The earth is shaking so that rocks be­
gin to fall. I scream and hear the shouts of my classmates in reply. At 
last they have missed me and retraced their steps! I'll soon be safe; but, 
alas! The sound vibrations from our shots are causing the rock directly 
above them to loosen and slide. A huge boulder powerfully cuts its path 
down a slope and halts, blocking the group from me. As some try to 
move the boulder, others flee along the unknown trails to escape the 
murderous sonne; yet, running proves useless. My dazed mind and be­
numbed nerves are gripped by the horridly poignant realization that liv­
ing death is relentlessly enveloping its captives. As the ancient rock 
caves in around us, Death creeps near, shoving my schoolmates into the 
ravine of torture, where I mutely watch them being buried alive. 
The wail of another siren screams off into the distance. 
Ironically, I consider myself and the guide to be the only survi­
vors; my townspeople, who have never believed anything I have said, 
shun me as a jinx who instigate fate's wrath instead of reasonably think­
ing my sixth grade chums to be victims of circumstance. Now when I 
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witness my neighbors entering these wicked caverns to view the remains 
of the tragedy, I try desperately to tell them where my friends may yet 
be alive amidst the debris! —But the townspeople say I am insane and 
seem to ignore me. I frantically plead with them to listen to me—for the 
children's sake!! 
Perhaps my attempts to communicate my message are futile 
because people cannot understand what I say—because, with my 
schoolmates in that awful ravine, I, too, died.... 
The slight smile stayed. 
Moment of Cerberus (1965) 
Cliff Robertson 
The new attendant stared down through the barred window into 
the courtyard of the sanitarium, into the smallness of the shabby box, 
walled with flaking brown stucco, scarred like an old wound, into the 
main therapy unit. Two stunted trees of rather dubious therapeutic value 
managed to arch crookedly over the empty fountain in the center of the 
courtyard. A man in the shapeless grey tunic of the patient sat working 
with his hands. 
The attendant cooled his forehead against the bars as he spoke. 
"What's the old man doing down there?" 
The head nurse, who had been mutely exhibiting the proper 
maintenance and storage of the strait jacket, turned and looked out. 
"Carving, I imagine—maybe little figures, maybe men, maybe animals 
even—funny things probably." 
Liking the new attendant's blondness in the sunlight from the 
window and encouraged by this one moment of interest, she gave the 
strait jacket a final quick pat and returned it to its cabinet. 
"Anyway, I guess that's what they are. He's been carving 
his—whatever—for years, but he never lets anyone see them. So I just 
know what the people say—you know—gossip. He says he'll let us all 
take a look someday, poor old thing." 
"You let him use a knife?" 
The nurse laughed thinly. "Sure, that's the old man. He's 
harmless. He's been here longer than I have." 
She suddenly looked down at her red knuckles and her wither­
ing hands and looked up at the new sunlight reflecting in his hair, started 
to go back to the table, back to the starched hardness and the belted can-
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vas, efficiency. But the sunlight was still caught in his hair. She sighed. 
Then, leaning her back against the wall but no longer peering out the 
window, she continued flatly, 
"We really trust him. He was a prizefighter and he got—I 
guess punchy is the word. Got hit in the head too many times. He has 
delusions, hears things, talks to himself. He used to teach a wood-
carving class out there in the courtyard, but now everybody's cured but 
him—so I guess they don't need to carve anymore. He used a lot of 
wood, but he picks up his shavings. He's a nice sort of an old fellow, 
and he doesn't give any back-talk." She suddenly brought her heavy 
hand down into her palm with a sharp crack. "He's just a sweet old 
nut." 
"What's he doing now?" 
The nurse rolled her weight along the wall from her back to her 
shoulder nearer the window and squinted down through the sunshine. 
She old man had stopped his work and was extending his arms out in 
front of him, moving his hands downward through the air in smooth, 
rhythmical strokes. 
She smiled, "Petting that dog of his." 
"Like that, huh?" the attendant smiled too. 
The nurse shrugged, "Why not? Most faithful dog I ever saw." 
She smiled again, then started. The sun had gone behind a 
cloud. Without looking at him, she ordered the attendant to follow and 
led the march off to another wing of the sanitarium. 
Below the vacant window the old man stretched out his hand 
and pulled the dog's left ear. 
"Ouch," the dog said. 
The old man withdrew his hand and stared in surprise at the 
dog. 
"Dog," he said, "I thought you liked that." 
"I do," the dog replied, "but it's late in the day—you should be 
carving." 
The old man rubbed his misshapen nose. "True" he said. "I 
should be. But the sun is till warm and it is pleasant to pull your ears in 
this way. And anyway, I can't finish by tonight. So I might as well 
wait until tomorrow. It will probably be very warm in the morning and 
my fingers won't be so stiff. They are, you know." 
"I know," said the dog, "but if you carve for awhile, then they 
won't be stiff and you won't have to think about them tomorrow morn­
ing." 
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"Oh, very well," the old man sighed, a little vexed with his be­
loved dog, "but I'll probably get very little done." 
"A little then," said the dog. 
The old man reached into his pocket and pulled out a wadded 
handkerchief. He carefully placed it on his knees and spread it smooth. 
In its center was a matchbox. This he opened carefully. Then, with a 
tender tap, he dislodged what was in it into the palm of his hand. He 
smiled and reached out his hand before the dog. 
"See," he cried, "My last—my best." 
"Quick, now. It's late," said the dog. 
Gently cradling the box's contents in his palm the old man 
groped in his handkerchief with his free hand and drew out from its 
folds a small knife. Bending low, he began to work slowly and pre­
cisely with steady hands. 
The trees chafed together over his head and rattled their leaves 
down upon him like two weird sisters cajoling and charming in the hope 
that the old one bending below perhaps a conjurer also, would join them 
in their incantation. 
The old one did not stop but worked on, feverish in the cold 
breeze. It grew darker, and his smashed nose almost touched the hand 
shielding and bearing his labor. The knife moved, moved again, and 
was lifted. He stood and gazed blankly around. 
"Dog—dog," he cried. "I'm done." Then more softly, "I'm 
done." 
"Good," said the dog. The old man tilted his head backward. 
Later that evening someone discovered the body, slowly cover­
ing with leaves. 
The superintendent himself came running when he heard, came 
directly to the narrow court where he had known the old man. Leaning 
down, he brushed the leaves off the old man's crumpled features. "How 
like crushed cardboard he is," the superintendent thought, "all angles 
and creases and mottled brown." 
"What's this?" said the new attendant, stooping over a yellow 
object, half-hidden in the grass. He picked the matchbox up and fin­
gered it. 
"This belong to him?" 
The superintendent took it from him, stared at it, and then 
slowly opened it. 
"This is where it would be," he whispered. 
The attendant only shook his head. 
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"The superintendent emptied the box in his palm. "Look," he 
said. 
The attendant peered down. His look was one of question. 
"Look at what?" 
The superintendent nodded. "You're right. You're right." Yet 
he moved his cupped hand slowly up and down and spoke wonderingly. 
"But feel the weight of it in your hand." 
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The 80's 
Lifestyles of the Dull and Bored (1987) 
Randy Southern 
Seeing his children approach independence caused my father to 
panic, fearing he hadn't spent enough time with us as we grew up. 
Though nothing could be further from the truth, Dad's "family activi­
ties" were an attempt to make up for his imagined past absence. Under 
the guise of a "family activity," Dad unleashed a barrage of half-baked 
ideas guaranteed to raise his children's ire. As bad timing would have 
it, Dad's phase of family activities coincided with his teenaged chil­
dren's phase in which any kindred alliance resulted in crushing embar­
rassment. 
Without exception, none of the activities ever went as planned. 
The same pattern usually prevailed. Dad, an early riser and firm believer 
in starting ever activity as early as possible, would wake the family 
around 7 a.m. Mistake #1— my sister is easily the worst morning person 
in the Americas. If awakened before 10 a.m., she maintains a foul mood 
for six to eight hours. Yet Dad never figured this out. It wasn't even as 
though he woke us up early for a reason. We always sat around until 
noon while he planned the day's activities. 
Of all the activities, one especially stands out in my mind. It 
involves a bug light. For most households, a bug light is a practical and 
necessary addition—to ours, it was a source of ceremony and entertain­
ment. 
On "B-L Day" (as it came to be known), I was awakened at 7 
a.m. by my father calling, "Hey pal! Hey pal, you asleep?" 
"No," I groaned. 
"We're going to Indianapolis to get a bug light. Wanna go and 
help us pick one out?" 
"No, I'll trust your judgment on this one," I mumbled. 
When he brought the bug light home, we were mildly interested. I was 
especially excited about the prospect of outdoor barbecues on the back 
porch free from insect molestation. All afternoon, Dad prepared the offi­
cial bug light stand for the evening's grand lighting ceremony. As eve­
ning approached, his excitement ran high. 
"Come on pal," he called, "it's time to plug in the bug light." 
After a few introductory remarks he had prepared especially for 
the occasion, Dad officially plugged in the bug light. Mom, always sup-
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portive of Dad's hare-brained schemes, gave an awe-inspired "Oooh" as 
the purple neon lit up the warm July evening. 
"Wow, that's great, Dad," I said as I turned to resume watching 
the Cubs' game. 
"Wait, where are you going?" he said, "We're going to watch 
the bug light for awhile. I paid $50 for this thing and we're going to get 
our money's worth. Where's your sister?" 
"You're not going to make me sit out there and watch the bug 
light, are you?" she yelled from the house. 
"Make you? Of course not. I'd never make you watch a bug 
light," he said. 
"O.K., I'll stay in here, then," she yelled back. 
"No sir," he continued, "I'd never make you spend time with 
your family-even though your brother is leaving for college in a couple 
of months and we probably won't be together much longer." (A typical 
application of the "guilt-trip" method. His utilization of this method in 
this instance came rather unexpectedly. When we were much younger, 
the "guilt-trip" almost always produced satisfactory results for Dad. But 
as we got older and out consciences dulled, this method lost its effec­
tiveness. Dad's use of it in this situation was futile. It had been at least 
three years since the "guilt-trip" had worked at all. Dad knew this. He 
had something bigger in mind. He was setting her up.) 
Not realizing she was being set up, my sister took the bait. "O. 
K., I'll just stay inside here, then," she called, "I've got a couple phone 
calls to make anyhow. We'll all do something together another time." 
"Was it tomorrow that you wanted to borrow the Camaro?" he 
yelled back. (He was going right for the jugular with a brutal use of the 
"you-watch-my-bug-light-I'll-scratch-your-back" method. Variations of 
this particular method were by far Dad's most effective means of guar­
anteeing maximum attendance for family activities. Dad knew she 
needed the Camaro, which explains his lack of subtlety in his employ­
ment of the method in the instance.) 
"O.K., the bug light it is," she said finally. Game, set, and 
match to Dad. 
And so, for two and a half hours, we sat in our lawn chairs 
watching a neon light and listening to the hums and sizzles of hundred 
of insects meeting their untimely demise. 
My sister had resigned herself to enjoying it, or allowing any­
one else to enjoy it. And she was not above any means of putting a 
damper on the activity — including questioning the morality of the situa-
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tion. 
"Boy, I can't help feeling guilty about this," she said dramati­
cally. 
"About what?" Dad asked reluctantly. 
"Well, God created these insects. What gives us the right to 
kill them?" she replied. She was treading dangerous water here. My 
sister intelligently discussing philosophy would be comparable to Fred 
Flintstone commandeering an F-14. 
"Insects don't have souls, so it doesn't matter," Dad said. 
"Well, maybe it doesn't matter to you. I suppose some people 
can watch other living creatures die and not think anything of it, but I'm 
sorry, I can't." (A creative twist to the "guilt-trip method," used rather 
effectively, despite the fact that she was in over her head.) "That pinch­
ing bug that just got zapped probably has a mother waiting back at the 
nest for him. How do you think she'll feel when he doesn't come home 
tonight? I just hope that when I have kids, some larger life form doesn't 
sit around waiting for them to be electrocuted." (This is commonly re­
ferred to as overplaying one's hand.) 
"What about that spider in your room yesterday? As I recall, 
you didn't have much feeling for it when you mashed it all over your 
wall," Dad replied. There was not beating him today. 
"All insects deserve to dig," said Mom unexpectedly. 
For the next hour, silence prevailed, interrupted occasionally 
by the cadence of insect genocide. 
When the silence got too uncomfortable, Mom would say 
something like, "Oooh, that was a big one!" The experience was bring­
ing out the primal instincts in her. 
My sister was not finished yet. "If this thing is supposed to kill 
all bugs in the yard, why am I being eaten alive by mosquitoes?" she 
asked. 
"Shhh! I can't hear the bugs!" Mom said. We all looked at her 
for a moment. Something wasn't right. 
"You're not being eaten alive, it's just your imagination," Dad 
replied. 
"Well then, is it O.K. if I go get some insect repellant for my 
imagination?" she asked. 
"Why are you being this way?" he asked, "Here we are, trying 
to spend a nice, quiet evening in front of the bug light and you have to 
spoil it." 
Before she could respond, a very large bug hit the light and 
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caused a loud crackle — much to the delight of my mother. 
"Oooh, fried that sucker!" she said. 
Fried that sucker? In eighteen years, I'd never heard my 
mother use that expression. 
I turned to my father. "Dad, I'm beginning to worry about 
Mom," I whispered, "She's enjoying this way too much." 
He glanced at the wide-eyed, bloodthirsty zombie that sat 
transfixed in front of the purple death-machine—the woman who used to 
be his wife. 
"I think you're right," he said. 
As we led her to the house, I swear I heard her mutter, "Die 
you filthy arthropods." 
To this day, we have to wait until Mom goes to bed to turn on 
the bug light. 
Maranatha (1980) 
Mike McGinnis 
Grey clouds float into the sky 
With the patience of long millenia. 
Darkness covers the earth like a veil 
And dry clefts divide the ground. 
But in the sky the yearning thunder swells 
And piercing lightning rends the saturated air. 
At last in the twinkling of an eye 
The timeless tension comes to an end. 
In crystal sheets of cleansing chills 
The last rains pour themselves out. 
Bathe us Lord 
Flood us Lord 
Wash us away 
Joanne (1980) 
Mike McGinnis 
Child, hold my hand. 
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You are like a wild horse in the moonlight. 
The wind blows through your long hair 
Softly thrilling our fresh spirits. 
Your ribs rise and fall. 
Your fragile eyes turn to mine 
And in the hint of your smile 
I know who you are. 
That was long ago. 
And now I wonder 
If you are still a wandering soul 
Caught like a yellow leaf in a gale. 
A Case for Christian Humanism (1980) 
K. William Rhodehamel 
What they have read is constantly and prominently present to 
the mind of the few, but not to that of the many. The former mouth over 
their favorite lines and stanzas in solitude. Scenes and characters from 
books provide them with a sort of iconography by which they interpret 
or sum up their own experience. They talk to one another about books, 
often at length. 
C.S. Lewis 
In the environment of the Christian college, the tendency to 
emphasize "spiritual" fellowship is, quite justifiably, preeminent. But, 
at times, this emphasis exists to the exclusion be prominent in the uni­
versity setting. Quite obviously, as modern education moves further 
from the liberal arts viewpoint to a more job-oriented perspective 
(which trend seems to be, praise God, somewhat miraculously revers­
ing), the classroom, filled with more "passers-through" than scholars, 
cannot, nor does serve to provide the requisite interaction for the Chris­
tian humanist. Let me say, that by Christian humanist, I mean the lover 
of the humanities, both sacred and secular, who recognizes the participa­
tion, the presence, and the promptings of God in and behind the princi­
ples of art, language, and history; who, in the study of and the creation 
of these "liberal arts," seeks to give glory to God. 
The Christian humanist is in opposition to the Romanticist. 
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Romanticism looks at nature in order to find God. Nature is the material 
manifestation of the soul. On this assumption, it follows that it is, then, 
an "incarnation" of God. Moral law emerges through the observation of 
natural law. Upon contemplation, this observation falters-the concepts 
of mercy and forgiveness, to name a few, are not elements of Nature. 
Nature reveals herself to be a riddle, not an answer. The Christian hu­
manist, in his turn, studies man to find God. Through the writings and 
deeds of man, who had been created in the image of God, the character 
of God is revealed. In man, at his best and noblest moments, the attrib­
utes identified with God surface. I am not disregarding the doctrine of 
man's fallenness nor arguing for his perfectibility; rather, I am asserting 
that we can, indeed must, find glimpses of God in what man is and does. 
The reason for observing man is simple: in man we see the elements 
which provide the symbols by which we describe God. The only non-
symbolic statement, according to Tillich, we can make about God is that 
He is being-itself. That statement does not point beyond itself, as do 
symbols. To say more about Him, symbols are necessary. We call Him 
"Father," "King," and "the Word." These symbols are human terms, 
denoting human relationships and actions. 
The Christian humanistic mind is formed through a liberal arts 
education. By studying language, literature, art, and history, the mind 
leams to discern the symbols by which God is best related. Metaphoric 
thinking, the ability to make appropriate correlations between two or 
more apparently dissimilar objects, is the outgrowth of true education 
and is essential for a true perspective of God. Much of narrow, literal 
thought about God is a result of the inadequate training of human minds. 
When forced by inherent necessity to speak of God by symbols, those 
who do not understand symbols are lost. Especially in studying litera­
ture, and particularly poetry—since it is "the best words in the best or­
der" (Coleridge)--the mind perceives and becomes accustomed to think­
ing by metaphor. 
At colleges throughout the country, many students are com­
plaining about general education courses; literature, history, and fine 
arts, which they are forced to take. They say, "When will I ever use this 
junk?" When will they not need! The particulars of these courses will 
quickly be forgotten and may not be relevant to their majors, but the 
principles, which are based on symbol, are important. Indeed, the ma­
jors to which they devote their attention are insignificant, relatively 
speaking. What can accounting, physical education and physics teach 
them about God? Their reply is, most often, that life is LIKE business 
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or a game or scientific laws. True! But the point I'm making is pre­
cisely what they are demonstrating in their analogies. Those replies are 
full of symbol. The uninitiated mind, one that does not understand the 
nature of symbol, will make faulty relationships, leading, consequently, 
to faulty views of God. 
It seems to me, that it is not unprofitable for us to study the humanities 
as a means to know God better. Too few of us take classes as a means 
to know God better. Too few of us take classes for "self-improvement." 
Fewer still take time for reading and writing with the sole motivation of 
learning. It's not assigned, so why do it? Not everyone is to be an intel­
lectual, that is certainly obvious enough; but everyone needs the kind of 
interaction by which the blade of their thought is honed to a sharpness 
that can cut the dense brush which entangles their feet. Taylor is a uni­
versity: it is time that her students begin to act accordingly. 
A Family Christmas (1984) 
Randy Southern 
Ah, Christmas—a time for peace, goodwill toward men, and 
visiting Aunt Mary. After all the presents are opened at home on Christ­
mas morning, the family is packed up and headed out to Aunt Mary's 
house. The level of excitement generated by this trip would be compa­
rable to watching a coat of Sherwin-Williams heavy duty latex paint 
dry. Aunt Mary's house is the ideal size for a gathering of six to eight 
people. Unfortunately, all forty-eight accepted. 
Obviously I was not the only one enthralled with the idea of 
spending the day at Aunt Mary's. 
"Mom, how long do we have to stay out here this year?" asked 
my little sister. 
"We will leave when everyone else does," Mom replied. 
"That's probably what everyone else is saying. Maybe if we 
all have a conference before we go in and plan this thing right, we can 
escape in two-two and a half hours," I suggested. 
"Don't talk like that," came the reply. 
"I hope Grandpa doesn't tell me about the time he captured those four­
teen Germans in World War II again," said my sister. "I've heard that 
story so many times I could repeat it from memory." 
"Well I hope Cousin Benny doesn't bring his stupid Scrabble 
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game with him," said Mom unexpectedly. 
"I wonder what kind of meal we're having this year," added 
Dad. 
It had become almost a tradition to guess what kind of meal 
Uncle Henry would serve on Christmas day. Uncle Henry assumed he 
was an expert in the culinary field because he had taken a few corre­
spondence cooking courses, collected some foreign cookbooks, and 
bought a set of Ginsu cooking knives. He considers himself to be one of 
the leading figures in the renaissance of fine cuisine in the United 
States. Nobody had the heart to tell him the truth. The truth is Uncle 
Henry has done for fine cuisine what Leonardo da Vinci did for profes­
sional wrestling. His bad taste was not restricted to the food he pre­
pared, however. The way he served it left something to be desired. 
Each year he would choose a different "theme" for his Christmas dinner. 
One year it was a Hawaiian luau, another year it was a Roman feast, and 
last year it was a Mexican mean. Uncle Henry played his part to the 
hilt. He was not satisfied with merely cooking the meal, he had to live 
it. The year of the luau he wore a bright, flowered shirt and Bermuda 
shorts to serve the meal. The year of the Roman feast the general con­
sensus among the family was that he was trying to look like Nero with a 
cardboard breastplate and sandals. Last year's Mexican meal came 
complete with a sombrero and xylophone music. 
When we arrived at Aunt Mary's, Uncle Henry was there to 
greet us. "Ah, ma cherie and mon ami, welcome!" he said in a rather 
feeble attempt at a French accent. 
"If he tries to kiss me on both cheeks, I'm gonna belt him," 
Dad whispered. 
"Wait until you see what I have prepared," said Uncle Henry, 
his accent weakening every word. 
"Let me guess " I said. "French food." 
"Oui, oui," came the reply. 
"Well I'm not gonna eat any snails-that's for sure," empha­
sized my sister. 
"Ha, ha, jeu desprit," said Uncle Henry as he pinched her 
cheek. 
I chose this opportunity to wander off by myself. As I rounded 
the corner of the house I came upon Uncle Lowell, our family's answer 
to Euell Gibbons, standing with his hands on his hips, breathing in and 
out repeatedly. 
"Hello Randy," he said as he noticed me watching him. "Ah, 
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just feel this country air. There's nothing like it. It cleanses the lungs. 
Go ahead, breathe. Can't you feel that tingling in your lungs? Nothing 
like it." 
Our short breathing session was interrupted by Aunt Mary's 
command to "come and get it." 
"What do you say we breathe some more after dinner?" he 
asked. 
"That sounds like a good idea to me," I said hoping he would­
n't notice the sarcasm in my voice. 
As we all sat around the dinner table, I could not help noticing 
how unchanging these people seemed to be. Aunt Minnie was there, 
complaining about her gall stones and overactive thyroid. Next to her 
was her husband Ralph, who never talks to anyone. Across from Ralph 
was Uncle Orville, wearing the same flannel shirt and overalls he had 
worn for the past eight years. Next to Orville was great-aunt Margaret, 
the oldest member of the family. It was for her benefit that the family 
assembled every Christmas. Each Christmas Aunt Mary would request 
that the family be together "one last time before Aunt Margaret passes 
away." Each of the past fifteen years looked as if that Christmas might 
be her last. But after each Christmas, Aunt Margaret would double 
cross everyone and live another year. I could never figure Aunt Mary's 
reasoning in having these gatherings. Aunt Margaret was senile and had 
not spoken a coherent word in the eighteen years that I had been around 
her. Besides, she usually slept through the whole thing anyway. 
After dining on a meal that included among other things crepes 
suzette with the consistency and half the flavor of a canvas tennis shoe 
and Welch's grape juice, everyone gathered around the Christmas tree 
for the distribution of the presents. This was not an exciting time for 
anyone. Everyone knew exactly what they were going to receive-
underwear. Aunt Mary did not believe in giving away "useless" items 
(i.e. shirts, pants, etc.). She believed in giving away necessary items 
and to her nothing was more of a necessity than underwear. Everyone 
still had to act excited. 
"A value pack of Fruit of the Loom!" I said with as much ex­
citement as I could muster. "I can use these in college next year! Thank 
you, Aunt Mary!" 
Overcome by boredom, I decided to tour the house and see what every­
one else was doing. In the dining room, Benny, my mom and a few of 
my older cousins were involved in a game of Scrabble. 
"Of course I'm sure it's a word," said Benny indignantly. 
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"Don't tell me you've never hear of LZLIXQUOD!" 
Mom just looked and shook her head helplessly. In the kitchen 
my sister was not faring very well either. Grandpa has her cornered and 
was telling her all about his World War II experiences. I could not help 
but laugh as I walked out. 
"Fourteen Germans!" I heard her ask incredulously. "All by 
yourself?" 
In the den one of my younger cousins was patiently trying to 
explain his new video game to Aunt Mary. That was his first mistake. 
Explaining a video game to Aunt Mary would be like explaining Ein­
stein's Theory of relativity to Fred Flintstone." 
"No Aunt Mary, they are called Alpha Lunar Modules, not lit­
tle red bleepy things." 
In the family room Aunt Minnie and a couple of others were 
gathered around an old player piano singing Christmas carols. During 
"Hark the Herald Angels Sing" Minnie hit one of the most hideous lev­
els of falsetto known to man. I tried to duck out of sight before she fin­
ished the song, but was too late. 
"Look who's here!" she said. "Come on Randy, we need a 
bass." 
"I can't," I whispered hoarsely, pointing to my throat. 
"Laryngitis?" she asked. I nodded. 
"Oh, that's too bad. But you'd better be thankful you don't 
have my problems. Why I've had gall stones the size of a pomegran­
ate...." 
I slipped out the door as quietly as possible. It was at this point 
the realization hit me. IF something was not done soon, we might be 
trapped at Aunt Mary's all day. The clock radio in the corner gave me 
an idea. Casually I sauntered over and turned it on. 
"I think I'll see if I can pick up a basketball game," I an­
nounced loudly. I pretended to mess with the dial. 
"Hey, I'm getting something here! It's a weather report," I said 
pressing my ear against the speaker. 
'The National Weather Service has issued a winter storm warn­
ing for this area. Six to eight inches of snow is expected before nightfall 
accompanied by high winds with gusts around 60-70 m.p.h. Officials 
are warning that any traveling should be done immediately..." That was 
all dad needed to hear. 
"Okay, Susie, I hate to interrupt your Scrabble game, but we'd 
better leave. There's a Winter Storm Warning out for this area, he said. 
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Mom did not need to be asked twice. She hurriedly said all her good­
byes and headed for the car. As I was walking out the door, I overheard 
Uncle Lowell talking to one of my younger cousins. 
"I could have told you a storm was on the way. Look at the 
direction those cows are facing—southwest—sure sign of a heavy 
snow " 
An Ode to Mankind (1981) 
Richard Richmond 
God is a beggar, he sleeps on the sidewalk 'neath glass-covered moun­
tains that reach to the sky; 
God is a hermit, he dwells in the desert, mid sun-scorched sand dunes 
that out-distance the eye; 
God is a seaman, adrift on the ocean, his ship is well rigged and it's 
ready to sail; 
God is a dreamer, he sees creatures lovely, though many despise him he 
won't change his mind. 
God, let's go walking, I too am a dream, I've slept on the sidewalk, I'm 
one of your kind. 
A Conversation Overhead (1982) 
Glenda Lehman 
As an Angel in charge of Progeny Productions, she knew her 
job was important for the future and time was running out. She had 
only three eons left to complete her masterpiece. And now it was time 
to talk to The Boss the Plenipotentiary of Plants and Planets, the Judge 
with the Jurisdictions in all Genre, the Owner of Omnipotence, God. 
She was nervous, but she knew she was well rehearsed. As she 
saw him approaching, she surreptitiously adjusted her halo and made 
sure her wings were smooth. 
When he finally reached her, He casually motioned for her to 
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pull up a cloud and sit down. She quickly did so and launched right into 
her explanation of the intrinsic details involved in her creation. She ex­
pounded its virtues and the necessity of mass production of her work. 
He listened attentively and when she was through he said, 
"That's a large order to fill, could you repeat some of those details on 
page 12? I apologize, I was thinking of our cherub choir scheduling 
problems." 
"Gladly, Sir," she replied respectfully. "It must come in thou­
sands of types of models, each one totally different but absolutely per­
fect. Some of them must be strong and silent, others must be athletic 
and aspiring, still others must be small and sensible, large and laughing, 
calm and collected, fast and forceful, loving and magnanimous, cute and 
cuddly, tall and timorous, and the list goes on and on, Sir. But they all 
have certain traits in common, such as love to give, time to teach, and 
just being there," she finished breathlessly. 
"All right now repeat the part about the duties," He said slowly 
as if thinking very hard. 
"This, Sir, also varies greatly with each model, but it includes 
such benignities as baseball games, tennis, and all manner of sports and 
hobbies, and most importantly, as a role model. It must also fit thirty to 
forty hours into each day to work, play laugh, and love, and live." 
"Well," said God, after pondering silently for a moment. "It 
does sound like an excellent idea. It will take a lot of time and energy, 
but like everything else up here, it can be done." He finished by giving 
the Angel a felicitating smile. 
The Angel sighed with happy relief and prepared to take her 
leave. "Wait!" called out God to halt her. "One final question—what are 
we going to call it?" 
"Dad." 
Lord of the Starfields (1981) 
Susan Shank 
A celebration of God is made in Bruce Cockburn's lyrics for 
"Lord of the Starfields." Cockbum suggests that the only true fulfill­
ment in life has its source in God as the Prime Mover and Creator. 
Cockbum stresses both God's timelessness and his power and then sug­
gests four modes of man's response to Him. 
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God is referred to as the "ancient of days" and the "beginning 
and end" both with references to his state beyond the bounds of time. 
His creative role is reflected in phrases such as "Lord of the starfields," 
"universe maker," "wings of the storm cloud," and "sower of light." 
His permeation of all things is suggested in Cockburn's references to 
Him as the "voice of the nova" and "smile of the dew." 
Man's response to such a God may come in a variety of forms. 
Cockburn reflects his own attitude in calling his lyrics "a song in 
(God's) praise." He also mentions the fact that God is his inspiration as 
well as his object of praise in the words "you make my heart leap like a 
banner in the wind." 
Even men who would not choose to praise God or credit their 
inspiration to Him are aware of His presence in the world around them. 
Cockburn phrases it thus, "heaven and earth are full of your light." 
Should man choose to discredit God's presence in nature, one 
last inner desire can reveal his awareness of God. Cockburn says, "all 
of our yearning only comes home to You (God)" which suggests that all 
of man's unfulfillment and disquietude is really an inner longing for 
God and the perfection of his kingdom. 
While the words of this poem are relatively simple, they ex­
press adequately the mightiness of God and explore concisely yet exten­
sively man's relationship to his make. Cockburn closes with a final trib­
ute to the "universe maker" and a call for His continued inspiration. 
"O love that fires the sun, keep me burning!" 
8V2"x 11", College Ruled (1981) 
Mindy Date 
all my life 
lived out 
between the red lines on the left 
and the one on the right 
hugging the margins 
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trying to find a way 
to balance 
within my expectations 
between my limitations 
and my dream 
That Simple (1989) 
Thorn Verratti 
There were fourteen of them there that day, seven couples, and 
Todd hated the idea of them all trying to fit into one elevator. But there 
was no arguing; here they were at the State of Illinois building, encased 
in an Art Deco nightmare of glass and steel, and they simply had to see 
the fountains from the observation deck at the top. They had to ride in a 
single elevator as well, of course; they couldn't split up. They wouldn't 
mind the crowding— most of the couples had been entwined the entire 
afternoon anyway, Todd thought sardonically. Not he and Lori, of 
course. He was careftil to maintain a respectful distance. 
Todd was the last one to board the elevator and was forced to 
choose which knot of social interaction he would invade. Lori didn't 
look at him as he slid in between her and another, less-popular member 
of the cheerleading squad. She was too busy trying to catch her ex-
boyfriend's eye— talking the loudest, laughing the longest. Todd 
watched Lori's blonde wavy hair which flounced with each exaggerated 
toss of her head, and he wondered how it always ended up back in per­
fect style. That was Lori— never unfashionable, never uneasy, always 
graceful and witty and fawned over. Todd jumped as the elevator door 
bounced off his heel with a protesting clunk, and he apologetically 
wedged his way a little farther into the crowd. Somebody was laughing 
jeeringly, but it was lost in the massive rumbling thud of the doors com­
ing together. 
Even with fourteen people, the elevator started its ascent 
smoothly, and through the glass walls Todd could see the tiled floor 
dropping away rapidly. The escalators were made of glass as well, so 
the gears and moving belts within were exposed. The State of Illinois 
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Building was round and completely open in the center, with all of its 
government offices ranged around the perimeter overlooking the main 
floor. The slanted roof and walls were composed entirely of orange 
steel girders and blue glass panels. Water cascaded down into shallow 
pools below the main entrance, and directly opposite the fountains glass 
elevator thrust upward, spanning the space between the mosaic floor and 
the steel-network ceiling. It was beautiful, and yet it made Todd nerv­
ous. As he stood in the center of that expanse looking upward, he 
couldn't help feeling like a spider in an overturned Mason jar. It re­
minded him of school— he was similarly trapped, alone, held up for 
scrutiny. 
Todd tried to follow the conversations going on around him, 
but they were mostly about people he didn't know. Somebody was talk­
ing about a recent party at Lori's, and how nobody would believe how 
many times he'd thrown up afterwards. Lori just rolled her eyes at her 
cheerleading friend, who continued to explain her convoluted string of 
relationships— boys who talked to her, boys who she ignored, boys who 
she pretended to ignore Lori only nodded her head and added a few 
footnotes to the list, gossip she'd either heard or invented. Listening to 
her, Todd was amazed once again that she had asked him to join the 
group today. Todd had never been invited before on one of their week­
end jaunts to Chicago, although he was in the fringe of the clique by vir­
tue of knowing Lori from a few classes. Their relationship was usually 
limited to a smile and nod in the halls, but Lori's latest boyfriend had 
dragged along his new catch today. She needed someone to make him 
jealous, Todd thought sarcastically. He supposed that she had exhausted 
all of her other possibilities, and so here he was, part of the group at last, 
and it made no difference. He had once believed that being popular was 
simply a matter of running with the right crowd. Now he knew better-
there was a knack to it as well. Some people— like Lori— had it. Oth­
ers would never be noticed. It was that simple. 
The elevator was stopping at the twelfth floor, apparently to 
pick someone up. Todd, pressed against the doors, felt himself lurch 
forward slightly as they opened. Two men with attache cases and busi­
ness attire started to approach, then stopped as they saw how full the car 
was. "I think we'll wait this one out," one smiled. Todd was about to 
reply, but the other guys in the elevator were making too much noise, 
and one of them impatiently pushed the "close door" button, forcing 
Todd to step back quickly. The man who'd spoken was gazing at him 
sympathetically as the doors clanged shut. 
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Todd could feel his heart start to pound. The man had been tall 
and blond, in a dark blue suit like the one his father— he squeezed his 
eyes shut. It seemed an hour didn't pass that he could avoid memories 
of his father. Todd lost his father twice— first to divorce, when he was 
eight, and just that past summer to faulty brakes on an unseasonably wet 
evening. He still had memories, though; he tried to concentrate only on 
the positive ones. There was a seven-year-old summer at his uncle's 
farm, when his father had taught him how to swim in the deep ravine 
out back. He could still remember the wonderful freedom he had felt 
when he had mastered the water, had learned to glide over it and under it 
and through it like an eel; and he remembered how proud Dad had been. 
He had gone on to show Todd more complex strokes, and by the end of 
the summer Todd could do a perfect swan dive off the top of the gorge, 
his body slicing the water and diving down deep, down where the cur­
rent was cold and the slimy rocks held mysteries. 
As they reached the top floor, Todd wondered about Lori's par­
ents. Her father owned some kind of business— a chain of jewelers, he 
thought. She lived in a huge house at the edge of their North Shore sub­
urb of Chicago, and her parents let her use it for parties while they were 
away, which was every other week or so— and Lori's parties were noto­
rious. There had been a huge one last night apparently, not that Todd 
had gone of course, but it had affected Lori a bit—she seemed tired to­
day, now that Todd thought about it. If it were anyone else, he would 
think that her breakup had hurt her deeply, but he knew Lori, and she 
wasn't complex enough to hide that emotion. 
The elevator doors slid open, and Todd stepped out onto the 
carpeted observation deck. He was surprised to find himself slightly 
queasy, a remnant from a youthful fear of heights that he had thought 
conquered long ago. The view was impressive enough to bring a sort of 
hush over the group. Todd hung back for a moment to steady himself, 
and Lori brushed past him to the railing, resting her elbows on it and 
supporting her chin. She seemed strangely quiet. Todd joined her at the 
deck's edge, grasped the rail with both hands, and looked down. 
The levels below them formed concentric rings framing the 
fountain's pool far below, and the rippling water reflected the broken 
steel and shattered glass all around. Todd has to close his eyes almost 
immediately, and fought to stem the impulse that roared over him like 
the wind: jump, it said. He had read of other people having the sensa­
tion but had never understood it; now it spoke to him with a compelling 
voice and spun him around dizzily until he could almost feel himself 
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stepping up onto the lower railing, balancing there, arms outstretched, 
and letting himself slowly tip forward until the world slipped away in an 
elusive rush of noise an breath and fear. Todd's eyes snapped open 
again and his hands tightened on the railing. He tried to calm himself, 
but the pool looked so cool and clear, and he could picture himself 
mounting the railing and sailing off in a perfect swan dive, slicing 
through the air, diving down deep and never coming back up. All of the 
Loris in his life would be watching then, would be judging his final dive 
and finding him flawless like themselves.... 
The he saw her tear. 
It hung in the air for an instant: shimmering and jewel-like, it 
reflected and refracted the light from the many windows. It was gone 
the moment Todd saw it, falling down to mingle with the cool waters, 
and with it went his understanding of Lori. All seemed frozen in the 
incredulous realization: that Lori could weep, that fashion could be bro­
ken, that all was not as it seemed. Todd's own vertigo swirled the no­
tion around his mind and wrote it in bright flashing patterns before his 
tear-filled eyes, and he was suspended there, struck dumb, paralyzed, 
barely aware of things that happened far away and in slow motion. He 
thought he felt something brush past him in the confusion. He thought 
he heard screams. And he thought he saw Lori grasp the railing before 
her and, with graceful cheerleader precision, vault herself up and out 
and into empty space. 
And then his tears fell, and joined the slowly crimsoning pool. 
A New Season (1981) 
Martha Palmer 
In Virginia, the preparation for Nature's final chorus before 
intermission had already begun; the last green beans were picked from 
the garden, the wood was carefully stacked beside the back door, and 
the mornings were darker longer—moms would sometimes make cocoa 
to take the chill off the children's walk to school. The trees were al­
ready changing their colors. With the first frost, on the first day breath 
turns to fog in the nippy air, it is exhilarating to hear the grass crunch 
with cold, the scarlet and gold leaves tipped with white; one thinking 
about crackling log fires and plump orange pumpkins. The maples and 
oaks, newly arrayed in their blazing garments, have a festive look; they 
are more dear in harvesttime than in the summer with their emerald foli-
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age, or in winter when their black branches crack and snap in the wind. 
Being near them, one forgets the ocean, seashells and amusement parks 
and can only deliciously anticipate warm sweaters and crunchy heaps of 
jewel-colored leaves. 
This particular Autumn was different. It did not seem like a 
dying season, or even like a slowing-down in living things. It seemed 
alive in itself, like an entirely new way of really existing; its browns, 
reds and rusts were the new colors of Spring. It was good-natured, 
warm and friendly, but with a mischievous edge to it that hinted of sur­
prise and expectation. 
I had stored away all my hot weather things, had all but forgot­
ten the sticky, humid, shimmering days of summer and now flung open 
my windows, took walks in the woods behind our house, and simply 
absorbed the cool relief of clearer, fresher weather. The sky was blue 
again—the haze of heat was gone and in its place were puffs of white 
cotton clouds. I played games when I was alone to see how many dif­
ferent shapes I could see in them. As I lay on the side of our hill, my 
hands behind my head, I would gaze at the clouds and think how much I 
would love it being Autumn again.... 
II 
He had come up behind me quite unexpectedly and I was star­
tled when he said quietly, "Like cotton candy—like you buy at the carni­
val." I had thought I was alone (I never played my cloud games with 
anyone, it was silly) but what startled me even more was that I had been 
thinking exactly the same thing. 
I twisted around on to my stomach to look at him. He was eas­
ily the best-looking man I had ever seen, with his soft, dark blue eyes 
and dark ruddy skin. Oh, and his moustache (I have a weakness for 
moustaches). His hair was tousled by the wind and he had his sweater 
tied around his broad shoulders. If there is such a things as love at first 
sight, then I think it happened right at that moment. It wasn't the 
dreamy, misty, fairy-tale kind of love, though. It was more a feeling 
like the season: colorful and crisp, friendly and festive. It was funny 
that I could tell all this just by one look. But I could. 
We sat side by side on the hill all day talking about clouds and 
leaves and log fires—October small talk. It seemed incredible how our 
personalities fit together, like two puzzle pieces that are exactly the 
same. He had a soft Charlottesville drawl, so characteristic of Southern 
Virginia, that was leftover from his college days. He had an air of 
money about him, but gave the impression he didn't care if he had a 
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million dollars of none. 
That was the beginning. The beginning of the one week in my 
life in which I would like to live forever. 
We picked apples and puckered at their tartness. And raked 
leaves into a big pile, then promptly jumped into them. We rode my 
horses and explored along the river. And drove and drove the country 
roads, discovering little towns and antique shops, trying our best to get 
lost. I baked him chocolate chip cookies. He brought me the last rust 
mums and a handful of the prettiest leaves from our walks. 
The last day we sat under a tree and just read poems. And 
talked. The day ended in a magnificent golden sunset. 
The next day I found a short note in my mailbox. It was noth­
ing elaborate. Driving. Don't know where. Want to see the country. 
Want to see everything. Love you. Always. Will be back. Promise. 
That was the end. 
Ill 
It was winter, gray and lifeless. The tree limbs looked like sad, 
black skeletons with spidery fingers. The sky was the color of milk. It 
was bitter cold; breathing made one's lungs hurt. There was the smell 
of wet wool in the air and the snow turned quickly into brownish gray 
slush. 
One particularly drab day I walked up the driveway to the 
house, reminiscing, feeling nostalgic. I looked for the colorful trees, the 
clouds, the mums, and the apples—all gone. All I saw was dead, stubble, 
dry sticks. It was a depressing walk. I longed for the celebration, the 
party spirit of the season just past. 
I fixed a cup of tea, looking gloomily out the window, hoping 
to see at least a cardinal—they always stayed during the winter. But 
even they seemed to be somewhere else keeping warm. All I saw were 
the pine trees moving in the freezing wind that I could hear whistling 
around the chimney. 
"Season of mists and mellow fruitfiilness...." what was that? 
The words of a poem we had read under the brilliant yellow maple tree 
on the hill of our cloud game leaped into my mind. And something 
about "bend the apples," and "plump the hazel shells." I had to know. I 
wanted to remember. I needed the memories. I needed him. 
I searched and searched for the book of verses like a dry soul 
for moisture. I finally found it, covered with a thin layer of dust. 
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"Keats~'To Autumn'". I flipped the page. 
And, miraculously, softly, out fell a scarlet red leaf. 
Like a promise. 
A Last Colonel (1985) 
Susan Plumb 
My favorite room at home was at the very back of the house 
connected to the kitchen, about ten paces by eight paces. It used to be a 
storage shed but Daddy insulated it and put a big belly stove in the cor­
ner. I could always tell when it needed new wood because the logs 
burning inside would begin to hollow and ash out and then all-of-a-
sudden tumble down in pieces, sounding like ice clattering in summer 
lemonade. My mom had always said I needed to be at least thirteen to 
put wood in the fire, but she let me start three years early when Daddy 
had to go to Germany. She said she didn't like me doing it, but some­
times I think deep inside she was proud that I could do it. 
By this time I had almost the whole army set up in the far cor­
ner. I had gotten tired of doing all the soldiers, so it was fun to be able 
to do the colonels on their horses. I wasn't exactly sure what they 
should look like, but Grandpop was good at describing them with their 
special patches and belts. Whenever we had visitors come, Mom would 
bring them in and show them. They always seemed surprised that I 
could do things like that, and would refer to me as "the special boy." I 
never knew what I really thought of that. 
That afternoon I was sitting on stool and whittling my last 
piece, the American colonel. I had his pine horse done and was trying 
to figure out how to carve his legs to sit him natural on the horse. The 
cinnamon-apple water on top of the stove was boiling and made the 
whole downstairs smell like Whitman's spice shop. I threw some of the 
pine chips and the original American general that I had messed up into 
the stove. I heard Grandpop coming up the back door, dragging his feet 
from the load of wood he was carrying. 
The fire whistled as the choking December wind blew through 
the door and up the stove vents. Grandpop dropped the wood into the 
applecrate and fell with a loud sigh in to his rocker. I could feel a 
shadow fall over my face as he reached down for the horse I had just 
finished. I knew from his silence that he was carefully fingering it with 
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the expert Grandpop touch. I heard the metallic click of his wire glasses 
as he placed them on his nose. I waited his appraisal as he rocked back 
and forth. 
"Some piece of work, son." I felt a red swell move up my face. 
"I think I cut the tail too short." 
"Not for this type of Appalachian I told you about. Besides, 
you could just pretend it got blown off or something. You know what I 
always say- 'All's fair in-' 
"Love and war." I did know what he always said. But even 
though he'd tried to explain it, I never understood it. 
"I'd say it's 'bout time for you to get some new jeans, Kelly. If 
those overalls get another patch on them you won't be able to tell what 
color they used to be." 
I liked these pants a lot, but I was starting to feel a little 
ashamed of them. I usually didn't think much about what I had on since 
my mom taught me at home and I only went into town with her every 
two weeks. But when Dad came home, I wanted to look sharp so he 
could be real proud of his son. 
"Do you think maybe we could afford to order a pair of new 
ones sometime? Just so I could look nice for Daddy coming home. If 
we get them a little big, they'll last longer, too." 
"I think your Mom would like that. Good idea for a Christmas 
gift." 
I grinned as I thought about the wooden nutcracker I had care­
fully carved for Mom and the finely sanded backscratcher for Grandpop 
that were safely hidden under my bed until Christmas. I picked the 
colonel back up. As I started to carefully sliver his legs, Grandpop 
creaked back and forth in silence. I knew he was probably staring at 
me. It used to make me nervous, but I was used to it now. Soon, I 
heard his head hit the back of the chair and deep breathing noises escape 
through his lips. Daddy and I used to giggle at his snoring like that. 
I thought about Grandpop and mom. They both worked so 
hard for me. Sometimes that embarrassed me. I tried to do as much as I 
could on my own. I wanted them to be proud of me. It seemed strange 
to me that they wouldn't even know each other if my mom hadn't mar­
ried his son. And now that he was away they were a team, working to­
gether to help me and waiting for Blair Heller to come home from war. 
I guess we all kind of were waiting. Everything we did seemed to be 
related to when he'd be home. I wondered what "normal" would be 
then. 
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I could feel the room begin to grow darker and colder as the 
afternoon began to slip down with the sun. I stood up and quietly 
brushed passed my nodding friend. I mentally calculated my way 
around our rooms, lowering the shades and drawing the curtains shut. 
I paused by the small table in the sitting room as I always did 
to hold the figurehead I'd carved of Daddy last year. Between what I 
remember his face feeling like when I'd sit on his lap in his favorite 
chair and from my Grandpop's guidance, I had worked for five months 
on it, keeping it a secret from my Mom. I gave it to her on Christmas. I 
heard her crying long into December 26th after we had gone to bed that 
night: Grandpop said that I would understand when I was older why 
love can make you cry sometimes. One night tucking me into bed she 
told me that it was the best gift she'd ever gotten. She said every morn­
ing now she would stand by it and look out the large front window as 
the sun rose, and she would pray for him. I started doing that at sunset 
when I closed the blinds, even though I wasn't quite sure what to pray. 
I heard the smash and crunch as our old Ford came up the long 
driveway. I made my way back to the wood room, anxious to show 
Mom the whole army, finished and in place. Mom had asked that I not 
use any weapons in the battle, which was just as good with me since I 
wasn't for sure what guns and all looked like. 
Grandpop jerked upright as the car door slammed. I felt some­
thing drop inside of me as I heard her walking up toward the back door. 
There must not have been any news from Dad again. It had been about 
four weeks since we had gotten his letter. Usually when she'd come 
home from town with a letter she would come running up the path and 
read it to us right away. This time I felt the depression and sadness pass 
through me that seemed to overtake the whole house when there was no 
news. 
The quiet footsteps stopped outside the door. I could hear the 
door groan as she leaned her frail body against it. Grandpop seemed to 
sense something, too. He said he'd often watch my face to see what I 
heard before anyone else. He began to make a sucking noise with his 
tongue and teeth and sat motionless in the rocking chair. 
"What is it, Pop?" I gripped his knee. 
"I don't know..He raised his voice. "Shirley?" 
As she opened the door, I felt dread and fear enter the room 
with the cold wind. A great chill passed through me as Grandpop 
squeezed my small, delicate fingers between his rough calloused ones. I 
couldn't imagine the look he must be seeing on her face. 
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No words were exchanged, yet we all knew. Somehow, we 
knew. I remember thinking that all is not fair in love and war. I ran and 
grabbed her waist and sobbed silently and convulsively until my head 
felt like it would explode. A great hot wave of heat grabbed me and 
knocked me down and out as I experienced a darkness like I'd never 
known before. 
The next few days were filled with manners, hushed voices, 
and emptiness. People were coming over to the house continuously 
through the day, and at night the phone rang and kept Mom from think­
ing, Grandpop said. He seemed to always be sitting in the background, 
not saying much except some things to me. People brought over lots of 
casseroles, and Grandpop said he wondered if they thought my mom 
couldn't cook now or something. I liked her cooking a lot better, too. 
Strange food and strange people made me wonder if I wasn't just listen­
ing to a story or something. 
The army men said it might take another week before the body 
would be back in Stroudsburg because of a shortage of planes. They 
decided to have a small, quiet memorial service in the Methodist Church 
that my Dad belonged to. We hadn't gone since he had left because 
Mom and Grandpop both felt funny going without him. Each Sunday 
we'd spend a short time together, and they'd tell me Bible stories and 
we'd sing some hymns they both knew and tried to teach me. 
Inside the church, I felt conspicuous in the front row with my 
cousin Kent's size fourteen black suit hanging off my size ten body. My 
cowlick was patted into place by many well meaning relatives and 
friends who walked passed me and said loudly as though I couldn't hear 
or wouldn't know, "I'm your Aunt Jane. I'm so sorry!" I could only 
mutter, "It's alright" or "It's not your fault!" I wondered what else a 
twelve-year-old boy could say to so many adults dressed in squeaky pat­
ent shoes and clothes that swooshed back and forth from their plump 
bodies. 
The house was silent when we returned. It frightened me that 
we were alone, for good. I don't know if any of us really believed that 
he was never coming home again. Mom tried to act a little cheery, 
probably for my sake. She seemed worried about Grandpop, too. He 
went right to his rocker after building the fire back up. He rocked softly 
and pretended to be asleep, but Mom and I both knew that he wasn't. 
He wasn't very good any more at hiding sadness. 
While I changed from Kent's suit back into my old patched 
overalls, I heard little clicking noises through thin walls. I knew she 
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was setting my battlefield back up. She had put it away when we had all 
the callers, but now I think she wanted me to go back like I was before. 
I thought how hard it probably was for her to set them up. It seemed to 
be taking her a long time. I wondered what she thought when she 
grabbed the American colonel out of the bag. I wanted to stay back in 
the bedroom and just sleep for a long time, but I knew they needed me 
now. They really did. 
I paced back into the stove room. Mom was back in the arm­
chair that used to be dad's favorite. I thought maybe she was crying to 
herself, but I pretended not to notice. Her breathing sounded so weary, 
like she had gotten older real fast. 
I went over to my small wooden stool. Daddy had made it 
when he was first teaching me how to carve. I was scared to sit too hard 
on it now. I wished so much that I could look at it with more than my 
hands. I knew it must be beautiful, with intricate borders and my name 
ornately carved on the top. 
I found the horse and colonel placed separate from the rest of 
the soldiers. I slipped him off the horse and rubbed him gently against 
my cheek. The wooden figure became wet as I allowed my useless eyes 
to release the heartache within me. 
There was no noise in the room, but each of us was grieving 
over the colonel I held up. I gripped the object in my hand, as metals, 
and scars chisled within its clasp. 
As I opened the door of the wood stove, the wet colonel stuck to my 
hand for a moment before dropping with a slight hiss into the hungry 
flames. 
The Ghost (For Vincent Van Gogh) (1988) 
Doug Hoist 
This is for a ghost I saw 
still hanging from a tree 
three weeks after Halloween, 
just a sign of neglect 
scaring no one. 
This is for our plans gone bad, 
for the wedding of Miss Havisham, 
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for all our spoiled, soured schemes, 
for all our bright-eyed, stillborn dream, 
for missionaries killed in foreign lands, 
for confused prophets killed by their own hands. 
This if for the beautiful madman of Aries, 
and for the spark that set 
the backwoods of his mind ablaze, 
and for the burning fury 
that his will could not restrain, 
and for an artist's love 
in a hateful world afraid of itself. 
This is for the hollow cathedral of his heart, 
and for the vacant storefront of my soul, 
and for a ghost I saw 
still hanging from a tree 
three weeks after Halloween, 
just a sign of neglect 
scaring only me. 
Lilac (1989) 
Lome R. Mook 
My father used the orchard lilac to love 
His family, he picked his favorite flowers 
For his wife, although she always had to push 
Them aside if she didn't want her eyes to water. 
When my brothers disobeyed, they were whipped 
With a branch. (My father brags he never stopped 
Until it broke.) When my brothers became men, 
He, one spring, not knowing I was yet to arrive, 
Started sawing the lilac, limb by limb, down 
To nothing but a stump, then carried the brush 
To the garden and burned it. Today, over the ash, 
A few short rows of onions grow, now that my 
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Youth has passed on, my dad, with cupped 
Hands, comes every summer, not to cry, 
But to water with garden onions its soiled grave. 
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The 90's and OO's 
Painted Houses (2001) 
Dan Jacobson 
I painted houses this summer. They belonged to one of my 
church's deacons, and were not actually houses, but rotten cabins, with 
wooden siding that should have been replaced, not painted. They were 
once part of a camp for boy scouts, and were the only structures remain­
ing. My dad always told me to do a job right. He would never paint 
rotten cabins, but would tear them down and build them up again with 
good strong wood that paint would stick to. I had to listen to the land­
lord though, and he just wanted them painted. He said the neighbors 
had been calling, because they had to drive past and look at those brown 
rotting houses. He wanted to cover up the rot so they would forget it 
was there, dying and stinking underneath that white paint. 
I painted the first cabin, which housed a janitor who called 
himself a maintenance technician. He was a small man, simple and 
quiet. Sometimes I would see him coming home from a long day at the 
elementary school where he cleaned up the spills and vomit of hundreds 
of kids who lived in real houses in the city. He had a lot of awkward­
ness about him, and one day he disappeared after the lady in number 
three turned him down for a date. "A rotten cabin can be a hard place to 
live alone," I thought. Nobody who lived in those cabins ever saw him 
again. 
I painted the cabin that Shannon lived in with his son Ben. 
Shannon and I got along pretty well. We would have had a lot in com­
mon, but he hadn't gotten the breaks I guess, or maybe the only differ­
ence was that my house was painted and his wasn't. There were also 
two women who sat on the couch inside and yelled out the window at 
any children that were close enough to hear. They disappeared after 
awhile too, maybe they found a better man with a better couch to sit on, 
or a better TV next to a bigger window with more children around to 
yell at. I did find out that neither of the couch sitters was Ben's mother. 
I guess three women in the house were more than even Shannon could 
handle, so his wife got bumped. One day Shannon had too many beers 
and kicked Ben in the face right in front of me. I stood there holding 
my brush, dripping paint on my shoes and pants, while the drunken fa­
ther explained to his six year old why he deserved a kick in the face. I 
never said anything to Shannon about that. I just went back to my paint-
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ing. 
I painted cabin number three, where the kids took care of them­
selves all day so their mom could go to work. I never saw their mother, 
but wondered what kind of job she had, that took up eight hours a day 
and still didn't earn her a better place to live than a rotten cabin. I also 
wondered what made her, a single mother over thirty, too good to date 
an up and coming maintenance technician. 
Finally, I painted the cabin, which housed a man with a cocaine 
habit and his alcoholic wife. Sometimes I would listen to them fight, so 
critical of each other's failures and blind to their own. There was a 
swing set behind the house, where kids used to play, until someone took 
them away after one too many late night police interventions. One day 
in August they sold their car to three different people and skipped town. 
The car was there in front of their rotten half painted cabin, and three 
new owners fought over it for days. The keys were locked inside any­
way, and I laughed at the clever joke while I painted the coke addict's 
house. 
All four of those rotten cabins got a fresh coat of thick white 
paint this summer to cover their rottenness, but rotten runs deep, and 
when I loaded my ladder and supplies into the truck that last day, the 
paint looked gray and thin like watery sugar frosting and the dark rotten­
ness was still there underneath. 
The landlord loved the paint on those houses, and the neighbors 
stopped calling about the ugliness. Cars drove by on lazy Sundays after 
church and looked at the paint and the white cabins, and the people were 
glad that they could look at painted houses now from the road. I think 
they knew that those cabins were still rotten on the inside, but I guess 
when you're just driving by, you like your houses painted. 
Mashed Potatoes, No Gravy (1997) 
Dawn Comer 
When the occasion arose, he used whatever he could find: 
chewing gum on parking lot pavement, paste from his five year old's art 
project in progress, hobby glue from his son's model airplane, snot 
(once when he had a cold), even the sticky side of a stamp. As unpre­
dictable as the shedding of his hair was Henry's use of adhesives. It all 
started at a restaurant, on his forty-first birthday. 
Henry liked mashed potatoes best of all, so when his wife Re-
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becca took him to the Best Restaurant in Town (though nobody believed 
it was true) he ordered mashed potatoes, no gravy. He liked to taste the 
potatoes with nothing on them - not even a pat of butter. 
"Don't you want a steak with that, Dear?" his wife asked. 
"Mashed potatoes are meant to be a side dish." 
Henry looked at her and the black "Over the Hill" balloons at 
his side, and asked her to speak just a little louder. He thought his hear­
ing was going. 
"I said, don't you think you should get something besides the 
potatoes," she said again, this time louder and with her hands cupped 
around her petite mouth. 
"No," Henry sighed, "not for me." He felt his teeth with his 
tongue, pushing each firmly to make sure none had fallen out since that 
critical moment of the turning of another year. 
The only thing Henry had going for him, that age had yet to 
affect, was his hair. The rest of him could go down the tubes, for all he 
cared, so long as God saved his hair. He was about to run his fingers 
through it as had been his ritual for each birthday since number 30. 
Each year he would say, "Look Rebecca, every follicle intact." And 
Rebecca would say, "Yes, Henry, they'll all go with you to the grave." 
If she were ever to say something different, it would shake him terribly, 
so she always said the same thing. 
The waiter, a neatly dressed young man whose tie had "Best 
Restaurant in Town" woven into it in neat script between lines of ma­
roon and silver, tripped lightly up to their table, a plate of mashed pota­
toes in his left hand, a sumptuous broiled chicken dinner in the other. He 
looked at Henry's black balloons, winked, and said, "When I reach the 
top of that hill, it will be winter, the hill will be snow-covered, and I'll 
take a sled down to the bottom at 100 miles an hour." 
Henry cupped his hand to his right ear in feigned deafness. 
The waiter left and Henry reached his hand up to his head and 
buried his fingers in his hair. Rebecca signed, laid aside her fork which 
had already pierced a green bean, and waited. 
"Look Rebecca," Henry said," every follicle intact." 
And then, as she was about to say her line, two strands of 
golden hair drifted, like feathers, from Henry's head and came to rest on 
his magnificent birthday dinner of mashed potatoes, no gravy. 
His wife stared. After 11 years of saying, "Yes, Henry. 
They'll all go with you to the grave," all she could think to say was, 
"You know, Henry, they just beat you to the grave." And with that five 
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more hairs pulled up root and plummeted headfirst to a soft, white 
death. 
Henry was shaken. Very shaken. Quickly, he turned around, 
hoping to find the waiter holding a bag of blonde hairs, hoping it was 
only a joke. There was no one. With strict composure, Henry picked up 
the hairs, one by one and, applying potatoes to the ends of each, pro­
ceeded to return them to their rightful place. If one refused to stay, 
Henry simply slapped on a finger-full of potatoes, and massaged it into 
his scalp. Meticulously, he made each stand, tilting each to just the right 
angle, until he felt certain it looked natural. Rebecca told him to stop, 
said that people were staring and that their waiter had called the kitchen 
staff out to watch. It was all so embarrassing. 
"Say it, Rebecca," Henry said after he had pasted each hair 
back in place. "Say it loud enough for everybody to hear." 
Rebecca was embarrassed for herself, for her husband, for eve­
rybody who had ever sat in the Best Restaurant in Town with black 
birthday balloons for their forty-first birthday. "I cannot say it," Re­
becca said. "It is not true." 
"It is true, Rebecca, it is true," he said in measure tone. "I will 
go to my grave, every follicle intact." 
Rebecca lowered her head to the table, sobbing softly over her 
chicken. And then, for being such a quiet, unassuming man, Henry did 
an amazing thing. 
Rising to his feet, Henry removed the napkin he'd tucked into 
his shirt, flipped it with a snap, and spoke with such determination, not a 
one could doubt him. "I will," he said, "go to my grave, every follicle 
intact." Then he walked away from his wife and his balloons, and 
walked out the front door. 
Rebecca opened her eyes to the pitying gaze of her waiter. 
"You must have passed out," he said. "You're pale as those potatoes." 
She looked at the plate of potatoes, smeared haphazardly by her hus­
band's hands. "Come on, let me have someone take you home." 
The waiter asked for a volunteer to drive "this poor woman 
with the troubled husband" home. A balding man, in his mid-thirties, 
volunteered. He took her arm and led her outside to his car. All she 
remembered was that the car was white and that he said, "Don't worry, 
your husband will get over it." 
The only problem was that Henry didn't get over it. Having 
made his pledge to the regulars at the Best Restaurant in Town, not to 
mention his wife, though she would rather he forget about the whole 
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thing, Henry was determined not to let a hair fall from his head - or stay 
fallen if it did fall — until death retired him at the bottom of the hill. 
Though they said it couldn't be done, Henry numbered the 
hairs on his head. Rebecca used religion to try and stop him, saying 
only God could number the hairs on one's head and that he was trying to 
take the place of God which was most certainly a sin. Henry said God 
intended for the same number of hairs to remain on a person's head and 
couldn't be bothered with constant addition and subtraction and that he 
was making things easier on God by saving him the needless mathemat­
ics. 
Two months after the pledge, Henry and Rebecca's house had 
become a museum of adhesives - scotch tape, making tape, Elmer's 
glue, super glue, paste, Bondo putty, post-it notes of all colors. There 
were containers in every room for spare hairs. In the bathroom, Henry's 
hairs were to be picked from the shower and placed in the green plastic 
conch dish; in the kitchen, they were to go in the small canister marked 
"tea" for which his wife never before had a use. Henry had removed the 
dried rose petals from the pink wicker basket on top of the television so 
as to have another hair receptacle. He refused Bethany the daughterly 
right of running her hands through Daddy's hair and had begun to teach 
his pubescent son Earl hair care techniques. 
In the mornings as Earl prepared for school and Henry for 
work, there often arose confrontations. "Henry," Rebecca would tell her 
friends, "if given the chance, would spend hours preening in front of the 
bathroom mirror. He actually elbows Earl out of the way, and Earl has 
more girls to impress than Henry!" 
It was only a matter of time before things fell apart. Nine 
months from the pledge, Rebecca cracked. She tried to shave Henry's 
head while he slept, like Delilah shearing Samson of his lovely locks, 
but Henry could feel the slightest hurt to his hair, as if the hairs them­
selves were alive. So she mocked him, told him that hair wasn't every­
thing, plastered pictures on their bedroom walls of shorn Buddhist 
monks, the Pope, Gandhi, even E.T. "Such good men," she would say. 
"How I wish you were bald." 
Unable to destroy Henry's hair, she took to her own, methodi­
cally plucking five hairs a day from her scalp in addition to brushing out 
any already loose. "Look," she would say," shoving a fistful of fiery red 
hair at him, "I will go to my grave not a follicle intact." 
The month of his forty-second birthday, it had become obvious 
to all that Henry was fighting a losing battle. Some adhesives worked 
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better than others; some were waterproof, others not. On showering, the 
less adherent would dissolve or flake, leaving him with a drain of sickly 
twice-dead hairs to reapply. Showering having become a biweekly rit­
ual, every other Saturday, he was consumed for hours in front of the 
mirror, searching for the thinnest spot and reapplying hairs meticulously 
with a q-tip and super glue. But inevitably, even super glue eroded and 
flaked like all the rest. 
It was new on the market. On the industrial market. A clear 
fluid meant for repairing and preventing cracks, not in porcelain or fine 
china, but in airplanes. He read about it on a flight from Cleveland to 
Cairo, his once a year business trip for his unintemational company; the 
company's way of boosting the egos of middle-aged middle managers 
with middling wages. 
Flying Pyramids, the official airline magazine, contained an 
article on Seal All For Eternity, a miraculous breakthrough in airplane 
repair. 
Due to a recent increase in external fractures, Air Egypt has 
adopted Seal All For Eternity as its official sealant. A clear super-
adhesive, SAFE bonds to the airplane's exterior, preventing all injury, 
and 'healing' any previous damage. "While it is not meant for human 
use," SAFE President Shariff claims," SAFE is so safe, I would use it on 
my skin." 
Excited, Henry showed the article to the man sitting next to 
him, a short, stocky executive sporting a bushy toupee. "See this," 
Henry said, waving the article in front of him. "A miracle. This is noth­
ing short of a miracle! One clear coat on the scalp. Just one clear coat." 
The executive offered a polite smile. "This your first time to 
Egypt?" he asked. 
"Yeah, sure. Sure it is," Henry said, annoyed with the change 
of topic. "My name's Henry. Say, what do you think about this stuff, 
eh?" He rustled the magazine. 
The executive ignored the repeated question. "Max is the 
name. Computer salesman. From Chicago. I fly to Cairo all the time. 
Nice place, but with all those turbans, you'd think they were trying to 
hide something." 
"Yeah, sure." Henry said. "Something to hide." He returned 
to his article. Max, under the pretense of scratching his head, gave his 
toupee a half-turn. 
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"Hah! What's forty-two years!" Henry scoffed. "I'm walking a grassy 
plain that fades into the sunset. I have no hill to climb!" 
It worried her that, for the first time in twelve years, his birth­
day did not sink him into despondency. There was no sudden deafness, 
no arthritic stiffness, no squinting at the menu before him. 
The waiter came and took their order. "I will have a porter­
house, rare, no side," Henry said. "On second thought," (Rebecca 
looked up at her menu, hoping he would order potatoes) "make that leg 
of lamb." 
"That's funny, sir," the waiter said, looking at Henry and then 
Rebecca, "I thought you would order mashed potatoes, no gravy." 
"Oh no," Henry chuckled. "You see, lad, I am an immortal. 
Age has no effect on me." Henry's grin was just a little too broad, his 
eyes a little too wide. 
"I'll... I'll just go now and fill your order," the waiter said, 
backing up from their table into a waitress carrying a tray of bowls 
brimming with potato soup which slopped and crashed to the floor. Re­
becca heard him apologize as he stumbled his way back to the kitchen. 
"What is wrong with you?" she scolded. "Have you been 
drinking?" 
"Only from the fountain of life, Baby!" he bellowed. "Only 
from the overflowing fountain of life!" He rocked back and forth in his 
chair, giddy with the knowledge of his secret. In the background a bus-
boy picked cubed potatoes out of the brown shag carpet, the waitress 
having left to soothe her scalded arms. 
Henry dug his hands into his hair and grinned so wide Rebecca 
thought his face would split. "Look Rebecca," he said. "Every follicle 
intact." He grabbed handfuls of hair and pulled. His face reddened by 
the effort. 
She stared at him, stunned, and heard the words escape her lips, 
"Yes, Henry, they'll all go with you to the grave." 
And then he laughed a laugh of a cartoon trickster who has yet 
to realize it is he who has been tricked. "Hear that?" Henry screeched. 
"Every follicle intact!" He felt light. So light he thought he could fly. 
The patrons watched, horrified as Henry climbed on top of the 
table, steadied himself, spread his arms, and flew, head first, into the 
comer of an empty table. The impact was enough to split anybody's 
skull. 
Rebecca hurried to him and cradled his head in her arms, look­
ing for a fracture. But instead of a fracture, she saw the worry of the 
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past year encased in a clear film. It was all there, a hodgepodge of gum 
and glue, paste and potatoes. 
By the time a doctor arrived, Henry could speak only a few 
words which he kept repeating. "It's SAFE," he wheezed. "SAFE." 
"What is safe?" Rebecca asked, clutching at him, desperately 
needing an answer. Any answer. "You're safe. Safe in my arms." She 
rocked him gently. "Safe." 
Rebecca recognized the stout, balding doctor as the man who 
had driven her home on Henry's last birthday. He examined Henry's 
head, then squeezed Rebecca's hand and said he had hoped things could 
have worked out. "The scalp," he said, "is sealed shut. See that?" 
He pointed at the red swelling which pressed against the clear 
sealant. "He's bleeding, but the blood can't escape." 
"Can you help?" Rebecca pleaded. "Please try. Try anything." 
The doctor removed a scalpel from his medical bag, and tried 
to scrape away the clear cement to provide a route for the blood. But 
the scalpel made no mark. He dug in, point first, leaning on the scalpel 
until it snapped. 
"I'm sorry," he said, shaking his head. "I've never seen any­
thing like it. There is nothing I can do for him." He rested Henry's 
head, now red with blood, on the shag carpet. 
Henry's lips were blue and nearly lifeless. His breathing was 
shallow, but he was still grinning. He moved his head forward to speak. 
She bent down to hear him. 
"I'm SAFE," he said, "SAFE," and with all the strength left in 
him, he reached his hand to his head and rapped his skull with knuckled 
fist. "SAFE and sound. SAFE and sound." 
Pickles, Chocolate, and Green Slime (1996) 
J. Louise Wiley 
Pickles and chocolate. Green slime and hair. They just don't 
go together. But wait - maybe they do. My life has always kinda been 
like this. Things happen - things that don't seem to quite go together -
and they have made me the love-every-bit-of-life/ fingerpaint-weekly 
kind of person I am. 
As I've scaled the mountain of life, I'm beginning to find that 
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now, I'm only at the top of the bottom. When I was the mature age of 
three, I thought I was at the TOP of the TOP. Maybe I fell. Actually, I 
think I did - fall. See, when I was three, my worries consisted of 
whether or not there were enough imaginary dog biscuits for my imagi­
nary dog and if I could get my Libbi Lee finger nail polish on without 
smudging it. My life ambition was to be either an artist or a famous 
cook. I had no clue when my hair was out of place, whether my socks 
matched or not, or who were the 'good' and who were the 'bad'. Now, 
my worries are of the zit on my chin that won't pop, the paper due to­
morrow, the unending stress of this mountain that I'm climbing. 
Yeah, I was a lot wiser when I was three. The world was mine, 
and no one would tell me different. Now it seems as though I am the 
world's and everyone tells me the same. As a wise three-year-old, I 
would have stuck my tongue out and kept climbing. As a wise 19-year-
old, I think I'll find a new rope and go try to catch up with the three-
year-old I used to be - the one who liked pickles and chocolate, who got 
green slime stuck in her hair 'cause she thought it'd look cool. The one 
who grabbed life by the ponytail and pulled. 
No, nothing's ever gone just exactly how I've wanted it to, but 
it always ends up giving me just enough strength to keep on climbing. 
Abruptly in Depth: In the Style of Annie Dillard (1996) 
Heidi Chan 
Language barrier. Beyond geographical, cultural foreign lan­
guages. Spilling over from gender differences. The language of 
women. The language of men. Some common words? Maybe verbs? 
Certainly not adjectives. Pronouns, of course; that is a given. Shared 
sentence structure - sometimes. The same word order. Similar phrase­
ology, at times. But language? The essence (the existence of the word 
in a non-verbal, non-visual world) of a word, the connotations (feelings, 
memories, thought patterns riding along with the word, attached and 
ever-present, often unbidden) of a phrase, the hoped-for resulting reac­
tions (the use of manipulating usage of words, sentences, vocabulary) of 
a certain phrase used over another. The compartmentalization of the 
male's thoughts manifested in how he goes about life. The intercon-
nectedness of the female's brain resulting in feelings, thoughts and ac­
tions all being somehow connected to all other feelings, thoughts and 
actions. I think we speak different languages, you and I, Male. The es-
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sence, connotations and manipulations of the words and phrases I 
choose to use are so different than yours, o Male. Mysterious to me is 
how you are able to exist in such compartments in life. Yes. Like 
Mexican versus Venezuelan Spanish; the same language, written, but 
different in speech, slang, connotation. You and me; how can we ever 
hope to communicate, in essence, at the core? (Or is that not even im­
portant to you; do you even have a compartment for "in depth communi­
cation?") We need to leam to speak the other's language. For me to 
become, not biologically or in essence but in understanding as much as I 
can, Male. For you to endeavor Femaleness. So; but it is not easy. 
Perhaps that is why marriage is a life-long commitment. 
Hurricanes (1991) 
Jeffrey McKenzie 
The television is already gone, 
we are no longer receiving. 
My father lights the candle 
that once belonged to my mother, 
and the spastic shadows only make the kitchen 
smaller. 
Like failed intruders, the raindrops strike 
the windows faster and again, until 
the backyard, through the smeared glass, 
seems the bottom of a turbulent lake. 
My father listens to the phone 
for no one—we are not cut off. 
The windows move with the wind, in and out; 
the room breathes as heavily as we do. 
My father marked the windows 
with masking tape crosses in the spring, 
long before the warnings. 
Now, they shine as targets in our black, 
shatterproof house, 
shouting: This is where we are, 
this is where we are. 
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To Peter Pan (2001) 
Emily K. Glass 
I waited, 
Perhaps because I believed 
That belief itself is rewarded, 
Or because I heard the echo of your Never Land 
When I lay awake, tucked in like a storybook child, 
Quilts pulled to my chin and smoothed out flat, 
Eyes squeezed shut with wishing. 
And I waited at the top of the stairs, 
When the house grew dim and the clock chimed lonely 
And I danced in my socks with my little flannel nightgown 
Held out to my side 
Quietly, because Mom and Dad were already asleep; 
So certain, so certain, 
That you would come swiftly 
Among the shadows on the wall 
And scatter them like flocks of gray sheep. 
I waited, I swear, on the swings at the park 
And in the front doorway, 
But mostly at windows, 
Broad windows, open windows, 
Where I knew the wind wash of your scent, 
Knew you were near. 
I waited for you to come 
Until promises cobwebbed in every comer, 
And wishes were wadded in all the drawers 
Behind my socks. 
I waited for you, 
And I believed. 
Which is why I've come today, 
Alighting under my own power on your desert, starry shores, 
Not merely to mention promises 
Broken, lost, or forgotten, 
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But because, as it happens, I have learned to fly without you, 
Hammering my own dust 
Out of marigolds and fourteen summers 
Running sand through my toes 
And wind through my hair, 
Learning what it is to love 
And to lose— 
And I want to thank you now, 
Because I believe in shadows, 
In second stars and stories, 
In never growing up, 
And because there were, after all, 
Happy Thoughts. 
Rainy Season (1994) 
Jena Habegger 
Laying crossways with the bed and this wooden room 
I imagine my hair like water spilt over the edge 
And I try to see it from up above looking down. 
Behind my head and out the window 
The mountains don't exist anymore. 
It is thick and grey and very flat. 
The rain will come soon. 
If I think about it, I feel the heaviness of heat and air 
Dropping itself against every inch of me. 
I make sure not even my thighs touch each other. 
My muslin skirt is rolled up to my waist. 
I like to feel naked in this still room. 
Still, with heaviness of heat and air. 
Eyes closed, I try to lie more still than I already am. 
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It's easy to pretend I'm paralyzed. 
It's like dead. 
But the rain will come soon. 
And then I'll stand up and put on my yellow sweater. 
From behind the half-shut window 
I'll watch the sky be grey. Then white. 
I won't remember how it was before— 
Stuck flat to the Chinese print bedspread. 
And it will be pleasant to bum my lips on tea. 
October Drive (1995) 
Jena Habegger 
yesterday 
we four (in church dresses) flung ourselves like suitcases 
into the blue Volvo 
which we named Blue Angel 
and rode 
shouting with the music out the windows 
and lots of hair blowing 
to the hills where we went upfast and downfaster 
and turning a gravel comer 
we found yellow daisies 
and a barbed-wire fence which one of us smashed down 
in stockings and all 
to pick the violent purple sumac; 
and from down to up we saw yellow, purple, 
sun-burnt grass, 
a hill (up) to trees and then the sky 
which was October blue. 
Then one of us went back for a camera 
(because we looked cool like the girls in magazine ads) 
and we took pictures of ourselves 
picking flowers, 
waltzing. 
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Then we climbed on top of the pale Blue Angel 
(which seemed to look so cool against the burnt world) 
and we could have been in California or Miami; 
and we danced up there, 
inhaling youth 
and keeping it tight in our lungs 
long enough to be certain 
that we'd live forever 
just like this. 
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Parnassus 2002 Preview 
The Worm (2002) 
Charles DeBord 
The worm turns the world 
Around him into a path for sifting, crafting 
Waste out of the earth. 
Cut the worm open. You will 
See thirteen hearts forcing blood 
Thirteen is nine plus four, 
nine planets orbit the sun, the whole universe centered on 
an apple of gold. 
four is the number of elements, housed in all that 
lives or dies or does neither, not caring 
for the consciousness that sees the square, four-sided 
which squared is sixteen, that is six and ten; 
ten being the perfect and total names of God 
and six the imperfection of seven, and therefore of fullness. 
Take three away from that and you have 
removed the triune Godhead from his names, thus you have 
That which lies 
In the cavity of the worm. 
It is said that the worm cannot see what he eats, and 
I think that this is true, for if he saw 
His meal, he might be sensibly repulsed. 
Not that he has the dirt to eat, but that 
He eats the dirt. 
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Australian Letter (2002) 
Beth Werning 
I'll write an Australian letter 
to the dingo or kangaroo 
that has lived in the outback for ages 
But rarely had something to do. 
Save for hopping and biting and scratching 
and birthing a pup or two 
or eating tall grass and each other 
but wirh not much else to do. 
So I'll write an Australian letter 
and I'll send it off with ease 
for I'm sure that they'd love to get it 
Even if they don't speak human-ese. 
The dingo would get out his glasses 
and so would his friend kangaroo 
and they'd read the Australian letter 
that would give them something to do. 
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